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Freedom
Press
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'

Berlin: Anarkistische Bund; Publishers of
‘A.naFkistiscl1e Texte', c/o Libertad Verlag,

84b WHITECHAPEL HIGH ST
LONDON E.1
PHONE 01 247 9249

International
New South Wales Black Ram,
Box 238, Darlinghurst, NSW

'GewaltFreie Ak'tion' (non-violent action)

groups throughout FRG, associated WRI.
For information write Karl-Heinz Sang,
Nlethfesselstrg. 69, 2000 Hamburg l9

Hambur : Initiative Freie Arbeiter

Union Uinarcho-syndicalists). FAU,
Repsoldstr. 49, Hochpaterre links,
2000 Hamburg 1.

20l0
Disintegratorl P0 Box 29l, Bondi Junction,
Sydney, NSW-J
Sydney Anarcho-Syndicalists, Jura Books
Collective, 4l7 King Street, Newtown, NSW
2042
Sydney Lil-aertarians, P0 Box 24, Darlinghurst,
NSW 20l0
Queensland
Libertarian Socialist Organisation, P0 Box 268,
Mt Gnavatt, Central 4l22
Self-Management Organisation, P0 Box 332,
North Quay, Queensland

Postfach I53, l000 Berlin 44 .

‘

Victoria
La Trobe Libertarian Socialists, c/o SRC, La
Trobe University, Bundoora, Vic, 3083
Monash Anarchist Society, c/o Monash University, Clayton, ‘3l68 Melboume
South Australia
Aqelaide Anarchists, P0 Box 67, North

Adelaide, 5006
Western Australia
Freedom Collective, P0 Box I4, Mount Haw-

Ostwestfalen: Anarchistische Fb'deration Os§estfalen-Lippe (Eastwest-'
failian anarchist federation). Wolfgang
Fabisch, c/o Wohnge meinschaft
Schwarzwurzel, Wdhrener Str. 138,
» 4970 Bad Oeynhausen 2.
FRANCE

I Paris: Federation anarchiste francaise, 3 rue
Ternaux, 750l-l Paris
ITALY
Roma: Gruppo Hem Day, c/o Giovanni Trapani,
via A. Tittoni, 5--00l53 Rome
SWEDEN
Frihetlige Forum, Landsvagsgatan 19,
41304 04 GOTEBORG,
Frihetligt Forum, Renstiernasgata 51,
ll63l STOCKHOLM,
Revolutiondra Anarchisters Organisation,
Box H075, S-100 6l STOCKHOLM.

TASMANIA
NBN ZEALAND
P0 Box 2052 Auckland
P0 Box 22-607 Christchurch

FRIENDS OF ASTRID PROLL.

Picket outside HMP Brixton, Jebb Av.
on Christmas Eve at 6. 30 p. m. (Sunday).
Bring songs and music.
i

Daybreak Bookshop, P0 Box 5424 Dunedin

ANARCHIST TAI._1_g_1_1\1c_;__SHOP AND PISS UP

CANADA

Over the New Year holiday there will be
an informal gathering of anarchists/ libertarians in Bristol. There will be talking,
eating, sleeping, bopping, boozing, walking, playing, cooking, arguing and anything else that people want to do.
For more details contact: New Year,
4 British Road, Bristol BS3 3BW

Open Road, Box 6l35, Station G , Vancouver,
BC. Write For information on activities.
USA
Minnesota: Soil of Liberty, Box 7056, Powderhorn Station, Minneapolis, Minn, 55407
Missouri: Columbia, M0 6520l

New -Fork: Libertarian Book Club, Box 842,
GEO, New York, NY l0Ol2

SRAF/Freespace Altemative U, 339 Lafayette
St, NYC, NY l00l2
San Francisco: Free Socialist, P0 Box l75l,

San Francisco, CA 94l0|
Texas: Houston SRAF, South Post Oak Station,

PE HSONS UNK 1‘-TOWN BE NE FIT

11 January. North London Polytechnic
Theatre. Holloway Road. With SOFT
BOYS, CHARGE, RESISTERS, THE
PASSIONS. 7.30. £1’. 50. (All money
to Persons Unknown).

WE 35253, Houston, TX 77035
A WESTERN EUROPE
DENMARK ~

Aarhus: Regnbuen Anarkist Bogcafe, Meiilgade
48, B000 Aarhus
*,_Co5nh__Fégn:Anarkist-Synd, Bogcafe, Studies
tra ep , I455 Copenhagn
Christiania: Write Stot Christiania, Dronningensgade l4, I420 Copenhagn

FEDERAL RE PUBLIC OF GERMANY
Baden: Karin Bauer Info-Btlro

Postfach 161, 717 Schwabisch Hall
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all yet to be decided; but certain interi'm
uggestionsare as set out below. Many
of the suggestions will of course be varied
when resources and response is known.
There is space for some people who wish ’
to travel only as far as Europe or Turkey.
Contact has already been made with the
appropriate consulates and the AA.
It is hoped that there will also be mus-

icians available to form a band, actors
for a theatre group, poets, artists,
dancers etc. and that the participants
will have revolutionary or spiritual sympathies.
~
Transmrtationz either refitted bus or
coach, or vans landrovers lorry etc.
Equipment: radio tents musical/theatrical gear, maps sleeping bags dingy
fridge, first aid etc.

thom, 60l8

c/o 34 Kennedy St, Launceston 7250

O

AUM EXPEDITION VIA HLMALAYAS

Anarcha United Mystics are sending out
an expeditionary action unit via the Himalayas from London in about September
1979, for at least 6 months and maybe
FOREVER. The object is to rediscover
the lost secret of revolution and life and
to be accordingly, and also to bring to
the East the message of anarchy
Transportation, equipment etc.. are
.

Supplies: food water spares petrol etc
are to be obtained on location.
Personnel: mechanic nurse electrician
etc.
Fipances: hopefully each person will
contribute at least £300 but S5 700 might
be better, however deserving cases go
free, sponsorship, gigs and shows en
route, police damages etc.
Route: London, Brussels, Frankfurt,
Munich, Innsbruck, Zagreb, Belgrade,
Skopje, Thessalonika, Istanbul, Ankara,
Tabriz, Tehran, Mushhad, Herat, Kabul,
Peshawar, Lahore, Amritsar, Delhi.
Post: There will be AUM boxes at Ankara
till end of October, Kabul till Christmas,
Delhi anytime later.
Ea__l_t_1_1_: Innoculations are required by
some countries
AUM meet every Thursday at 7. 30 pm
at 13 James Street, Covent Garden,
London WC2 and all are welcome to
attend. We discuss action and do yoga,
tarot, encounter, meditation etc.

A/0TE./
This will be the last -issue of FREEDOM
this year (vol. 39 no. 25). Over the next
couple of weeks the collective will relapse into actual rest. The next issue
(vol. 40 no. 1) will appear in January:
copy dates: Review, Monday 8 January,
news section, 15 January. You can use
your time profitably not acknowledging
the festival by producing a contribution
for us!
Now we should like to adopt a traditional
role situation and send good wishes to
all our friends. Thanks for the cards.
And thanks for all help, contributions
and the like over the last, and the next
year.
,
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, hearings before the magistrates cease.
And, on a point of information, the cost
of applying to a judge is the same as that
of a new wig: £100!
The pre-committals campaign in LonE don has had both its positive movements ‘L
and its disappointments. Throughout the
last’ week pickets braved icy winds each
day at each of London's five prisons
A Leaflets were distributed to visitors. as
, w_ell as to some prison staff and passersby and on the whole were cheerfully, and
sometimes enthusiastically, accepted.
They called for an end to solitary confinement and special control units, to use
of drugs for controlling inmates, to the
secrecy surrounding prison matters and
to victimisation of prisoners without legal redress. They also gave a short summary of the history and underlying reasons why the ruling class like their prisons so much.
The public meeting at the Drill Hall on
1.4 December and ‘day of action‘ that I
followed met with a shameful response.
At the risk of sounding censorious, even
when account is taken of the cold weather
(I) and uncertainty about the committal
date preventing better advance publicity
the fact that no more than 15 people turned up on Saturday in Trafalgar Square is
an unequivocal disgrace to the anarchist
movement in this country and particulariv to those of us based in London.
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ON Monday, 1.1 December Vince Stevenson became the third of our comrades
facing ‘conspiracy to rob‘ charges to be

released on bail. Despite the dropping
of the main ‘conspiracy to cause explosions‘ charge this was only possible on
the strength of four sureties totalling
£16, 000 and after application to a judge
in chambers. Magistrates had repeatedly
refused him bail, as they continue to do
in the case of Ronan Bennett and Dafydd
Ladd. Vince must stay with a friend and
her husband in the East End of'London
and report daily between 8-9 p. m. to
the local police station:
must also
observe a 7 a-m - 10 p. m. curfew.
It is meanwhile expected that Taff and
Ronan will apply again for bail at committals, due to take place this Thursday

(9.1. st). If ball is once more refused,
judge in chambers will be the only recourse left, since after defendants,are
committed for trial, the regular remand
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A5 f°1‘ the 'P9I‘90I1B U11l"1°W!1' Campaign,
the events of the past week contain, as
they were bound to do, lessons for the
future. This writer can't speak for the
support group/s, but it is possible that
the disappointments of the pre-committal
activity in London so far are due more to
a lack of foresight and reality -than of
pure organisational efficiency.
A greater sense of reality, at any rate,
means realising that no large -scale activity (and hence reliance on anarchist
support from outside London - let alone
from non-anarchist groups within it)
can be expected unless a date is fixed and
widely publicised several months in advance.
Where this is possible, for instance
the anniversary of the first arrests last
May (f) then preparations for a largescale demonstration against the conspiracy laws and the political police would
have-' to begin immediately after Christmas.
Where, as in this case, it isn't, it is
surely better to concentrate exclusively
on action best suited to small groups.
These can be at least as effective in impact, as well as more flexible and more
radical, than mass demos: and have the
added advantage that they won't turn us
into a lot of angry Estragons waiting for
Godot . . .
Apart from this, the mysterious example of the Epic Anarchic group reminds us (if reminder we need) that there
is plenty of room for improvisation
independently of ‘Persons Unknown‘.
. . . And maybe more "bottles of whisky
as w.ell.

But comrades even so 9 where were
you last weekend?
GAIA

This was no doubt also the view of an
enigmatic group by the name of E PIC
ANARCHIC PRODUCTIONS, who report
that that same day they locked themselves
in to the third floor, mauve and pink
I
I
office of the Managing Director of that
Dem
most reactionary of papers, '§1_e_§yl1§a_y__
0
Te le gr aph .
Every £5 received in
Here, literally from one of the highest donationsto
swivel-seats Of p0W9I‘ Of the Third ESlZ-

ate, a sombre communique was penned
to the national press and stuck-hard to
that mighty desk with cow gum. It demanded that the conspiracy of silence
about the ‘young people arrested for their
ideals‘ be broken and went on, ‘The Sunday Telegaph participated in the state
smear campaign against them when they
were arrested. Now the main conspiracy
charge has been dropped nothing has
been done to remove the smear. ‘Ve demand that the bourgeois media, including
The Sunday Telegaph print the FACTS.
F ur er ac ti on will be taken if this is not
done immediately! (Signed) Epic Anarchic Productions.
‘P.S. God is'dead. Anarchy lives.
Merry Xmas! I I '
EPA also, incidentally, reportlthat the
FAMOUS GR OUSE whisky in the manag-

ing director's right hand drawer was not
at all bad . . .
.

HAVING managed to get along to North
London Poly for the conference and also
having forked out £1. 60 for admission,

conference papers and lunch, I was able
to recline in a large and nearly empty
room which felt several degrees below
freezing. The conference finally got
goiing around 11. 00 a. m. , when the
organisers, having bribed the 30 or so
who had arrived to remain in the face of
arctic conditions with hot cups of tea,
despaired of any more arrivals and
decided to start off.
The speakers managed during the
course of the morning to develop several points establishing the fallacy of the
liberal/democratic state dispensing
justice and settling disputes between the
many and varied groups making up society, with total objectivity. This was
supported by the provision of cases pointing out firstly the great rise in non
jury-decided judgements. Mostly this
great increase occurs in the magistrates
courts, though there is also the trend of
high court judges increasingly directing
juries to bring in guilty verdicts. The
judiciary was shown to be judging in
terms of class interest, and while such
findings should be no surprise to those
who make the anarchist critique, at
least ideas like this might get to the socalled liberals if JAIL keeps shouting
loud enough. But this problem is not
confined to the judicial arm of the state;
the ‘public inquiries‘ which send any
opposition up a blind alley while the real
decisions were taken long before way
up the hierarchy, are just one example
of aspects of class rule.
The conference on the whole failed to
make the connection between discussion
and action on legal abuses and opposition
against the whole system. Admittedly
this was not the aim of the conference
but it is a very limited achievement if
one concentrates merely on one aspect

of oppression. The conference did provide useful information and examples of
the more horrifying, but common, pol-

ice practices. Duncan Campbeli‘s paper
on the practice of verballing should he
a warning to those -who hope" keeping
silent will save them, it won't. If the
state can't get you to make a false confession it is quite willing to make one
up anyway. The attitude of the police
bosses to their own people breaking the
law is well known. They want such actions given legal support instead of the
mere tacit acknowledgement they have
now.
One criticism of the conference I
would like to make is that there was too
little time for discussion; also, the use
by the state of criminal legislation for
political supmession was not adequately
covered. There was some reference to
Northern Ireland on this question, but
little to the problems in the UK as a
whole. There was no speaker on or discussion of the ‘Persons Unknown‘ case.
The afternoon session was switched to
a warmer room and quits -a fewmore
people turned up to listen to the comrade
from Germany give an interesting,

SHRE

street selling anarchist literature. A
few members at first thought this would
be a waste of time in a ‘middle class‘,

‘non university‘ town - but results have
proved otherwise.
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The conference on the whole was very
strong on a wide area of law and order
problems but it did not go beyond this
area '50 9-"Y great degree. Moreover, it
was weak on actual discussion. I left "
slightly dissatisfied with what I had seen
and heard; it seemed that it was in-risk
of being merely a talking shop. Conferences are desirable but only if they lead
to action as well as thought. ‘However,
criticism aside I hope that our comrades
in JAIL can keep up their stand and perhaps develop some forms of cooperation
for the left generally in opposition tothe
growing police state tendencies which
the governments of the west, faced with
economic decline, are being drawn into.
JON SIMCOCK

(Note: The conference
S
was held on 2 December at the Polytechnic of North London, Holloway Road.
Readers interested in finding out more
details about JAIL‘s valuable work, and
helping the collective inany way, should
telephone: (01) 359-8034. EDS).

SBURY

AN anarchist group has started up in
Shrewsbury (see contact column for
address and meetings). We ‘ye been
going for a little over one month and have
about five active members. At our first
meeting we discussed many possible activitles, including prisoner aid, a wall
newspaper etc. As a start we have begun

I

though somewhat disjointed resume of
her own view of the situation as regards
freedom (the lack of it) in Germany.
Two Irish comrades gave an interesting
and distressing account of the suffering
of prisoners and the problems presented
for the defence in Diplock courts and
appeals.

The first time we tried, three or us
spent an hour on Saturday morning.We
took 6 Peace News, 10 of the last Zero
and 5 out of date Anarchys ('Firen_"1§-Ere
strike‘ and ‘housing? prisons‘ issues).
Of these we sold all the Peace News, 4
Zeros and 4 Anarchys.
ing
two weeks we didn't go, but when we
went again on the 9/12 we spent two
htc;urs6(tu;o people) a(nd out of 6 Solidari s, B ack Fla s October issue l,
'7_Anarchys and l Peace News we sold 5
Solidaritys, 3 Black Flags and the Peace
News, as well as two copies of Nick ’
Walter ‘s pamphlet "About Anarchism“.
These results may not sound very significant to Londoners, but remember that
until the anarchist group appeared there
was virtually no overt political activity
in Shrewsbury outside the parliamentary
campaignings of Labour and the Conservatives. Those of us who've been involved in the street selling-here all felt well
pleased with the action. We got a fair bit
of negative reaction but we also got plenty
of positive feedback, including contact
with prospective new members for the
group. Plans are now afoot to get all the
British anarchist publications regularly,
including FREEDOM, and also the Canadian Open Road. *
.
In addition to street selling and the
regular weekly meetings, we are involved in the anti -nuke movement and we are
also planning a fund-raising disco for
early in the new year. Through these involvements it is hoped to build strong
foundations for more -activities as our
membership expands.
WINSTON SMITH
for Shrewsbury Anarchists

* “'e‘r‘e glad to hear it! 60$.

h
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30!-TTH AFRICAN P315933‘
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,
part 2_: malung everyone a political
prisoner
.

§

SINCE its rise to power the Nationalist
Party has made for itself a number of
increasingly severe laws that give it the
excuse to crush social and political
thought and brutalise workers and activists.
In 1950 the ‘Suppression of Communism
Act was brought into effect. It defined
communism as any ‘doctrine’ aiming at
political, industrial, social or economic
change" through ‘disturbance of law and
order‘. All African unions were outlawed. Individuals could be summarily
‘listed’ as communists and banned. Since
1950 this act has been expanded and joined
together with a series of laws brought
into force in reaction to increased resistance.
When passive resistance against apartheid was organised by the African National Congress and the South African
Indian Congress the government introduced the Public Safety Act and the Criminal Law Amendment Act in 1953. After
the Sharpeville massacre, in 1960, the
Public Safety Act was invoked and a
State of Emergency declared. Police were
given extensive powers to arrest people
without ‘warrant and hold them incommunicado. The Unlawful Organisation Act of
1960 was made to ban the ANC and PAC.
Later in the 60s a series of General
Law Amendment Acts were passed creating the offence of ‘sabotage’, carrying
the death penalty and provisions for
arrest without warrant and detention incom municado without trial for successive 90 day periods. In 1965 the Criminal
Procedure Amendment Act permitted the
Attorney General to order the detention
incommunicado for 180 days of anyone
considered likely to be able to give material for the state in trials involving
‘serious’ criminal or political offences.
1967 brought the Terrorism Act which
allowed the detention of anyone incommunicado and without charge for an indefinite period of time. Finally, in 1976,
the Internal Security Act widened the
terms of the Suppression of Communism
Act.
Nobody seems to know exactly how
many detaineesrthere are in South Africa
at any one time. In October 1976 the
government announced that there were '
697 ‘people indetention. A year later the
South African Institute of Race Relations
estimated that there 662 in detention and
that between January and September
1977 556 had been released of whom as
many as 97 had been detained for longer
than a year.
Amnesty International has documented
numerous reports of torture and assault
in detention, and a list of ‘methods of
interrogation‘ has been compiled by the
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ment of Prisoners, successive UN commissions have found that conditions are
in fact well below in every measurable
category: accommodation, sanitary installation, health and cleanliness, employment of prisoners, punishment for
offences, corporal punishment, instruments of restraint, communication,
access to news, use of force, and education.

.
.rf°::.s:z°.:e:S.:*.;?r.;; asssh

ical prisoners who have been leaders of
labour and political movements are isolated in single cells and locked up from
15 to 17 hours a day. Work consists of
collecti seaweed breakin stones and
quarfyiiigg limeston,e (l)
g
The object of Robben Island and the
atrocities of the other prisons and the
security police are maintained as the
ultimate solution for'those caught up in
the rule of apartheid. Apartheid under...

pins the South African economy which is

BRIAN MUR PHY
.

(Southern Africa)
(l) For a much fuller description of
these and other conditions in South
‘African prisons and of the whole system
of political oppression‘ see; Political
im isonment in South Africa, Amnesty
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i SOUTH AFRICAN INTERROGATION BY Stand blindfold for five days and
nights.
TORTURE *

Survivors of the Special Interrogation
Branch have concurred in their test- .
imony before numerous organisations
that these ‘are the most common
methods-used to ‘gather’ information
and ‘confessions’
-i

Hung from rafters by a rope
‘
around the neck.
Forced to stand for long periods
without sleep.
Compelled to lift weights above the ‘ 5
head for extended periods, sometimes wearing shoes lined with
pebbles.
Holding the head under water in
a toilet basin.
Threats of assault and death.
Tied by the hands above the
head so that the feet barely
touch the ground.

|iiIi

Solitary confinement for unlimited
periods.
.
Handcuffed through legs.
Hold the ‘imaginary chair‘ with
hands outstretched.
Hit with karate blows.
S
>

Stand barefoot on the edge of bricks
for long periods.

Struck on the genitals.
Denied opportunity to go to the
toilet.
Bindfolded, gagged, tied down and
given electric shocks for extended
periods.

* Source: paper delivered to United
Nations Symposium on the Exploitation of Blacks in South Africa and
Namibia and on Prison Conditions
in South African Gaols.- 17-22 July
1978, Maseru, Lesotho.

5
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Next! Part 3. Steve Biko is not Alone
.._-..-_.-

________________________________________

"‘

Standard Minimum Rules for the Treat-

floors. 'l‘wo years ago it was estimated
that there were 37 beds in the whole
place. The climate is harsh, dry salty
winds in the summer and cold damp fog
in the winter. The Red Cross has said
that there is a continuing danger of tuber
culosis for long term inmates
A

1'n'toErLno"u"‘ono_1“no“po"""‘"'119'T3'.
-t,

OX 2?04.
LT
5SBURG,. SOUTHAFRICA
'
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UN (see box). Detainees are not allowed
access to relatives or legal representat
ives. They are completely in the hands
of the security police who, under the
widely used section 6 of the Terrorism
Act, are free of all legal restrictions
in their treatment of the detainees
Political prisoners are those who are
formally charged under the I legislation I
listed above Since the Soweto uprising
4, 200 people have been charged and
1, 381 convicted. 927 of these were
children or juveniles of whom 588 -received up to eight cuts with a cane.
Once convicted political prisoners
are lodged alongside ‘common criminals‘ under ‘special’ regulations.
Besides the notorious Robben Island,
reports have mentioned seven other
prisons including Pretoria Central,
Pretoria local, Fort Prison at Johannes
burg and Roeland Street in Cape Town.
Although the government insists that
their prisons meet the International

. . ..

supported by the western nations through
their investments. Upon this foundation
16 per cent of the population has made
prisoners of 83 per cent of the population by the use of direct police action,
the excuse of security laws and one of
the most draconian detention systems
ever consciously organised.
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Prisoners are treated under four
‘grades’ (A to D) which determine the
diet,-' clothing, cell equipment and privileges. All political prisoners are in category D. They are denied parole or remission although the other categories of
criminal offenders may receive up to one
third remission of sentence. They are
allowed to send anf receive one letter of
a maximum 500 words every six months
and only one visitor in the same period.
They are denied even simple privileges
like tobacco.
Robben Island itself is the most complete definition of the Nationalist Party
regime. Located l0 kilometres off the
coast from Cape Town it contains more
than 600 prisoners, carefully segregated
1 and isolated from the outside world.
It has been reported that the political
prisoners on the island first learned of
the Soweto uprising and the development
of the resistance to ‘Bantu Education‘
when large numbers of new prisoners
began arriving towards the end of 1977.
Some had not seen as much as a newspaper page in 10 years or more.
Prisoners are divided on a racial
basis and according to the nature of
their ‘crime’. The prison is divided into
four sections, the fourth recently added
to accommodate people ‘convicted’ after
the Soweto uprising. Ninety per cent of
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A FEW lines from chilly, cold Holland.
I've been reading your paper for about a
year now. Not bad, though a bit too dull
in the layout for me. Material is good,
good attempts of anarchist analysis of
present scenes in the
In short, a
good paper.
In Holland, as you might know, the
situation of anarchist propaganda isquite
different to that in the
There are
three main anarchist papers - there are
- De Vrye Socialist founded by Domela
Nieuweﬁuis in 1890 and still existing,
De As, since 1971 and Recht voor Allen.
The last one goes back to I336, when it
was the paper of the SDB (social democratic federation). Over the years it
changed its character quite. a lot. At the
moment it is the paper of the anarchist
federation of the North; they represent
the ‘oldies’ (as you find them in any
country) and are more or less the moral-

ists: anti-alcohol, anti-smoking, antimilitarist.
Since the summer of this year the edits
ors of De Vrye Socialist (The Free Socialist) have moved to Utrecht We've
been following, of course, your coverage
of the ABC trial and Persons Unknown.
One question: do you have any plans yet
concerning the European elections? We're

RE/=027'5
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in the process of organising a big rally
at the end of ‘January in cooperation with
other groups._ If you do have any plans
please let us know. I think it is important to combine forces, ‘especially against
the European elections.
Keep on fighting!

.

RENE TEYGELER

N..B. Any group interested in joining
forces with our Dutch comrades over the
elections can contact René through FREE
DOM or by writing direct to De Vrye
Socialist, Postbus 411, Utrecht, Holland.
~
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Comrades who belong to a prisoners‘
aid group in Nuremberg, West Germany
and who have been working on the case
of a mentally handicapped prisoner,
Gunther Braun who died in mysterious
circumstances earlier this year, have
recently been the subject of a police raid.
Material connected with their prisoner
work was confiscated, including documents relating to the Braun case, and
four members of the group were arrested. The group is suspected of ‘criminal
association‘ (article 129 of the penal
code which is always used_in political
matters.)

THERE are not enough ‘conscious’ anarchists in Thanet to constitute a group
and such activity as there has been over
the past few years (Ramsgate Commune
- and anarchists and anarchist ideas have
never been more than an element in its
make up - dates from 1971 and is likely
to voluntarily disperse in mid-19 79) has
taken the form of making a libertarian
presence felt in local pickets and ‘actions.
These have otherwise a predominantly
left-socialist, IMG and
P
line -up.
Small scale banner -carrying demonstrations have taken place at army recruitment
displays, NF meetings and elections.
Two of us took a CAAT banner into the
recent Remembrance Day service and
after subdued altercatlons with church
wardens and then police officers were
finally carried off the church premises.
Correspondence with the vicar continues.
The women members of this household
have been very active and persistent in
efforts to get the local council to improve
the totally inadequate nursery school provisions in Thanet and Canterbury and ,
recently efforts have been made to draw
attention to the plight of battered women
and to get some kind of locally funded '
refuge provided for them.
s
PETER FORD
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Dear FREEDOM
W. Upton thinks I am wrong to criticise
Vernon Richards in my review of @
Im ssibilities of Social Democracy for
using the word 'perennial‘ and says it is
‘common in gardening catalogues 'and A
compere‘s patter‘ (FREEDOM no. 9.4).
But what exactly does the word mean?
My dictionary (Chambers) distinguishes
between its botanical meaning, ‘lasting
more than two years‘, and others such
as: (of insects) ‘living more than one
year‘ and ‘lasting through the year‘.
Loosely, it means ‘long-lasting‘ and this,
I think, is all Vernon Richards meant by
it in the example I chose, ‘the perennial
guarantee that‘ (page '71). If so, why use
it at all instead of ‘long-lasting‘, ‘perpetual‘ or ‘permanent‘?
My complaint against Vernon Richards
was not so much that he used unfamiliar
words but that he used them when they
added nothing to his meaning. I certainly
would not assume that ‘a limited vocabulary means that someone is better, more
down to-earth, and more in touch with
reality‘. Indeed, it was precisely because
I did recognise most of Vernon Richards‘
unfamiliar words that I thought I was in a
position to-criticise his use of them.
Also, W. Upson‘s claim that the Daily
Mirror offers ‘simple answers, as f§'s_-'cists do‘ (my italics) is difficult to make
sense of - unless he means that he is
opposed to the techniques of popular
journalism as such. If so, he would presumably condemn the attempts you have
been making recently to brighten
DOM and make it more readable. But,
still, fascist? On this evidence ‘V. Upson
is another person who should be more
careful in his choice of words.
.
Yours fraternally
London
Wynford Hicks
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Dear FREEDOM
Alan Westfall is right when he ways
that FREEDOM should be more orientated around the movement than the world
at large but in order for this to happen
Anarchists must create news, or put
forward ideas which can be reported or
published.
Being one of the smaller groups in
society it is obvious that Anarchists
have difficulty in organising effectively
to campaign around certain issues (more
so in some areas than others). I am sure
that there are many potential Anarchists
who have jumped on the bandwagon of
left wing statists unaware of any alternative.
FREEDOM must become a forum for
debate both theoretical and tactical
through which Anarchists can communicate and make contact with eachother,
Ibﬁﬂgthenlng links and becoming a potent force in society.
N. B.
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A MASS
M0I/EMEIVT
Dear Editors
With regard to recent letters in FREE DOM, I feel that the common failing of
the anarchist movement, left wing groups
in general and even extreme right wing
groups is that, unlike the establishment,
they must create a genuine -mass movement if they are to succeed. In the cases
of authoritarian left and right wing parties, these mass movements are merely
a vehicle for an elite ruling group to gain
power; nevertheless they are still genuine
mass movements. Entrenched powersi:ructures need not be mass movements,
as manipulation of the mass media and
‘democratic elections‘ on the terms of
the ruling elite obviate the necessity for
them to create a true mass movement,
even if they were capable of it. This can
be seen in China, where the Communist
Party has a mere l8 million members
out of a population of 850 million. The
fact that party members sit on every
factory and commune committee requires
no further comment.
Of all movements, anarchism has to be
a mass movement in order to succeed at
all. Its very nature recludes elitism,
either during a formative period or at
the point of achievement of an anarchist
society. As it stands today‘ in Britain, it
has patently not succeeded. Just as the
modern day successors to fascism and
the 57 varieties of communist have failed
to build mass movements, so has anarchism. This is not to say that great effort
has not been made and that individuals
and groups have not suffered great hard-ships in attempting to achieve their aims.
Society as we know it is manipulated from
above by an uneasy alliance of businessmen, usurers, politicians, aristocrats
and christmongers. We are all forced to
live in it and so we know the compromises we must make every day in order to
survive. Nevertheless, we recognise
these compromises as having been forced
upon us against our will. Unfortunately,
the majority of people do not recognise
these as compromises at all - by participating-"in mass culture, they celebrate
them.
I

All groups, left and right (and even
some extreme religious sects) are outside
mass culture, as peddled by the press,
radio and TV. Monstrous distortions pass
unnoticed as ‘news’ whilst political commentary - amply screened by alternative
‘light entertainment‘ - only serves to reinforce the system.
Alternative views of any kind are never
permitted to appear on their own terms:
they must appear, if at all, on the terms
of the existing system, and can then be
blackened as sinister plots or trite comedy. There is no right of reply. Seeing
this manipulation of the great mass of
society by means of the media, our cause
is hindered by lack of resources. Small
papers like FREEDOM or Black Flag circulate in the ghettoes of University left
clubs, small anarchist cells in workplaces
and among isolated individuals in town
and country. Sales resistance to anything
which is not as familiar as the formula
press (Mirror, Sun, IE1 etc), which is
not advertised on television, and which is
periodically blackened in the ‘news‘
(“Anarchist Baader -Meinhof terrorists
today . . . "), or TV ‘cops and robbers‘
series, is very strong, part of the everyday habits of life.
What we have to do is to break out from
this ghetto and communicate. The average
reaction of people to anything which is
new or strange is fear - which elicits a
response of a conditioned reliance upon
‘protecting’ police forces, laws and
prisons for those who would presume to
dissent. The task of unbrainwashing the
millions who have been taught from the
cradle that those ah~eady in authority
know best is indeed a daunting one - one
which no alternative political group has succeeded in achieving in Britain todate.
Those in power know this and like to
keep it that way. It is up=to us to try to
break this vicious circle. We need to
recognise the problem and come up with
an answer soon, because Britain is drifting rapidly towards becoming a fullyfledged police state of the West German
model.
Anarchist discussions tend to centre
upon policy decisions - "what we'll do
after the revolution“ style. This kind of

speculation, whilst amusing (we've all
done it), is about as much use as sectarian religious quibbling in the angels/ pinhead debate. The task is daunting, and
nobody has yet succeeded in solving the
problem. Internal dissent within the
movement, is, of course, exactly what
our opponents like to see, and preaching
to the converted has only the function of
perhaps increasing solidarity, if we're
lucky.
External to the movement, anarchism

has unfortunately little impact. Occasionally, the Liberal Party steals a few
ideas on self-management for their latest
manifesto, but, in general, only the
beard-cloak-bomb stereotype is presented. It's rather like presenting the TUC
as the Tolpuddle Martyrs.
Until we can make a positive and noticeable contribution to the lives of Mr
and Ms Average, we are merely fighting
a rearguard action - acts of resistance
in response to the authorities.
Funds are lacking. No big business is
going to pump money into the anarchist
movement, unlike the well-known ro-
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ed by Charan Singh, is certainly sponsoradvertising. The editors of FREEDOM
mance of capital and fascism - it is certing
'
‘ pcasan
e
t soc i a l‘ism ". see hi s recent
must know the financial drawbacks of
ainly not in their interest to do so. Pop
book, India's Economic Polic ~ The Gandlack of advertising better than anyone,
groups are not the answer - “Anarchy in
hian Blueprint (Vikas) . On 21f December
yet it is impossible for an anarchist
the UK“ is just another way of making
a million or more of Charan‘s peasant
paper to have such an arrangement withmoney for the record companies. ‘Altsupporters are expected to stage a rally in
out, to put it mildly, compromise. As it
ernative’ methods of fund-raising are
Delhi. This could mark the beginning of a
is, the national press, with its vast revsporadic, dangerous and tend to dry up
new phaseof peasant militancy in India.
enue from advertisements, totters from
suddenly, when continuous regular fund But it seems likely that it will turn out to
crisis to crisis.
ing is required.
be just another move in the political inNigel Pennick
All major newspapers, and most little
fighting that has plagued the Janata Govones, could not afford to publish themernment in recent months.
Jayaprakash Narayan, I should add,
Gramdan campaign and disturbed by the
although hailed as ‘Father of the Janata
dictatorial tendencies of Indira Gandhi's
Party‘, is not a member of it, and in reCongress, Narayan in 1974 launched a
cent siatements he has severely criticised
new ‘people's movement for Total Revolution‘, taking with him the majority of
the government's lack of performance on
Sarvodaya activists but not Vinoba. In
the social and economic fronts. Unlike the
conception the Total Revolution remained
Janata politicians (and also his former
Dear comrades
Marxist self), he does not-believe that a I
essentially Gandhian. What distinguished
In querying my description of Jayapit from the Gramdan movement was its
social revolution can be made from above.
rakash Narayan as ‘a Gandhian socialist‘,
adoption of nonviolent direct action against What he is now calling for is the opening
Frank Hibbert (letter, 9 Dec.) correctly
the government - its reversion, so to
of ‘the second phase‘ of the movement for k
points out that Narayan was one of the
Total Revolution in which the non-party
speak, to the technique used by Gandhi
Indian Marxists who for med the Congress
against the British Raj but employed, this
Sarvodaya activists will take the initiative
Socialist group in 1934, and that in Why
in setting up ‘people's committees‘ at all
time, against the Brown Raj that took
Socialism (1936) he criticised som%
levels.
_
over after independence.
Gandhi‘s ideas. But since then Narayan‘s
In rallying to the support of the ‘people's
Jayaprakash Narayan is the most origposition has changed considerably. In the
inal and interesting thinker -cum -activist
movement‘, the non-Communist oppositearly 1950s he abandoned Marxism for
in India since Gandhi. The most up-toion parties found a basis for unity which
Gandhism, an intellectual journey which
eventually led to theformation of the Jandate source for the study of his thought
he vividly described in From Socialism
ata
(People's)
Party.
Mrs
Gandhi's
imnis
the
4-volume
collection
of
his
writto Sarvodaya, published in I557. For 5.0
osition of the Emergency in June 1975 was
ings, Towards» Tqtalfﬁgvglggqgl publishyears, I953-'74, Narayan was engaged
in part a pre-emptive strike to prevent-.
by Popi1lar'l5rakashqan, Bombay 1972.
with Vinoba Bhave and other revolutionthis happening but, in the event, only deYours '.
ary Gandhians in seeking to bring about a
layed it until the elections of 1977.
G.?N. O.
land revolution through Gramdan - volunInsofar as the coalition that makes up
(Geoffrey Ostergaard)
tary villagisation of land.
the Janata Party can be said to have an
Dissatisfied with the results of the
ideology, it is broadly Gandhian in content. Birmingham
i
_
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But let the dead past bury the dead past as the barman in
Wards would say as he flushed away a pint of Guinness with
too much head on it for there is scandal and gossip and the
exhibitions of various artists hatred and rejection of a Germany
that found its logical conclusion in the physical murder of
any written, painted or spoken disagreement until in the end
even the gas ovens within the concentration camps were unable
to slaughter the millions. of men, women and children whose
only crime was that they existed.
On the 22 of November the Royal College of Art, by the
Albert Hall, stage the private view of the ‘I918-78 Soviet
‘Posters’ and through the great glass windows one could see
the guests wandering among the framed posters with the inevitable wine glasses in their hands. Outside on the stones,
three people were protesting at the 10-year imprisonment of
the Soviet artist Boris Penson. He has already served eight
and a half years of that sentence, for allegedly planning to
hi-jack a plane to escape to Israel. I took a few leaflets with
the intention of entering the RCA exhibition to hand them out
to the wine bibbing guests but my entrance was physically
barred by two uniformed attendants. I do not claim that Boris
Penson is a good artist for the artist or the intellectual does
not have a greater claim to freedom than the common labourer
I do not protest that the two uniformed attendants of the Royal

Review

College of Arts refused to allow the art critic of Freedom
Press into that exhibition of ‘I918-'78 Soviet Posters.‘ for that
is what they are hired for but I do question the moral stance
and the lack of principle of those guests, wine in hand, who
pay lip licking service to those millions of men, women and
children who died in the creation of a new society that so many
believed would open up new frontiers of freedom for humankind, by parading in the company of His Excellency Nikolai
Lunkov, the Soviet ambassador among these posters to the
ghosts of the honoured dead, yea and this is where morality
creeps in comrades, even up to the posters of 1978, for the
Russian artists of 1978, posterwise, dishonour the dead when
they ape their revolutionary style and ponce on that great libertarian breakthrough of 1917 that the very government who
contributes to this exhibition foul with every killing, prisoner
and labour camp inmate. I made my very small, so very tiny
contribution to this protest for Boris Penson but let us always
bear this in our minds, that freedom and liberty are not the
prerogative of the artist or the intellectual but the need, the
desire and, dare one say it, the right, of the nameless untalented millions imprisoned in field, factory, slum., highrise
and prison for they have no-one to protest their cause as individual only as fodder for worthwhile principles. I made my
small, brief protest in Kensington Gore and moved on into the
cold night but I ask the staff and students of the Royal College
of Arts, the guests scar scattered on the polished floor with
that glass of wine in hand and the Arts Council, all liberty
lovers in relation to ‘the arts‘, why did you not make some
small small protest on behalf of those you profess to honour
with your presence and your wine?

ARTHUR MOYSE
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“The going out to buy a newspaper“ so widely practised by
millionaires seems to be not merely an outlet for the investment of surplus capital but the acquisition of a hobby, a status
symbol or a possible lever of political power. But the perpetual paper financial losses of newspapers also make them of
possible value as a tax loss.
The Thomson empire, the newest owners of The Times,
do not actively need the profits (there are some)_vT1ich The
Times provides. With the versatility and monopoly com'1'1Tﬁsion avoidance for which giant conglomerates are noted Thomson's control in this country oilfields, tourist holiday agencies
Illustrated London News Family Circle and Living, Draper's
Record and Catering Times: book publishers Nelson, MicT1'§é'l
Joseph and Sphere, a share in Thomson Yellow Pages and a
chain of provincial newspapers. Forecast profits of the group
(says the Telegaph ), for 1978 are E36 million before tax.
The Times only contributes one fifth to this kitty. With the
death of ford Thomson it is possible that the Thomson empire
is not very interested whether The Times survives or not.
The unions have been accused too often of kamikaze tactics, A
but might not the Thomsons with their £24 million parachute
be carrying out those tactics with T__l_1_e__Times?
The Times was often involved in new technological developments, claiming in ‘Printing Number‘ of The Times (October
19°-9) that "From the year 1784 until the present day all the
chief improvements in the printing of newspapers have either
been invented or first t:ried and fostered in what is now the
office of The Times“. John Walter I, the original proprietor,
first happened on the notion of logography which was an idea
of combining letters for easier hand typesetting; this entailed
reducing the 90, 000 words in the English language to 5, 000
(some newspapers appear to still do this) and quickened the
ability of the compositor to set type. However,- The Times had
to drop the idea since for one thing the compositors demanded
the same pay for-setting each ‘logotype‘ as they did for each
letter separately. Even in those days (l780s) the workers knew
their value. John Walter II introduced the power driven printing press which~increased production of The Times to l0, 000
1

copies per hour. The Times also pioneered in stereotyping,
typesetting machines, later monotype. All these innovations
were not primarily to reduce human labour or to increase
wages of the workers but to increase production so that the
margin of profit for the Walters, the Northcliffes, the Astors
or the Thomsons would be.greater. Indeed with the capital I
tied up in technological improvements it was necessary to
produce greater and greater runs of the paper, probably increasing human labour and certainly making work more monotonous and repetitious and eliminating skill.
One of the excuses, and they are needed, for the production
of the horrendous new tabloid The Star, is that the Express
had surplus productive capacity. As with all technological
improvements more production means more work, for less
people. A greatly increased output of newspapers means a
greater battle for circulation and advertising - which usually
go hand in hand. Ironically, The Times and The Sunday Times
make an additional selling point for advertising that they are
read by the ‘top people‘ and their readership is higher than
their circulation. One in four of The Times readers, it has
been calculated, is lower middle class. Nevertheless, this
proud boast of exclusivity does not prevent The Times, like
all newspapers, from aiming at an increase_iT1 circulation.
What makes the newspaper industry so vulnerable is the
necessity for speed in production (there is no longer an absolute necessity" for split-second topicality, the TV, which many
proprietors have bought into, having pre-empted this) and acknowledge that there is nothing so dead as yesterday's newspaper. The unions, well organised and taking advantage of the
former strenuous competition for skilled and union-approved
labour, have hitherto dictated terms. At the same time newspapers by over -manning have captured labour from rival
newspapers. These labour costs have been passed on to the
advertiser, who in turn has passed them on to the consumer
after claiming tax allowance for some of it.
This heavy concentration by the unions on the cash nexus
has left them prey to the haggling of the slave -block and has
spurred Fleet Street on to new technological horrors and
triumphs. Without any union regard for who controls what,
they have left the field to the millionaires who are aiming to
make unions unnecessary. It could be an answer to say, as '
Reuher said when asked if a robot carrying out a section of a
production line would pay union dues to counter with ‘Will he
buy newspapers? “
n

JACK R OBINSON

NAME a TV police serial. All right, name several. If this is
still too easy, name a dozen that have run at some time or
other in the course of the past year. Think for a minute, and,
if you're a habitual television viewer, you will be able to
double the number - perhaps even treble it. Probably you will
have forgotten one or two, and certainly there will be "one or
two more coming before long, because we are fairly and
squarely in the middle of a police serial boom, and which,
although most people will claim to disapprove of it, nevertheless continues to rake in the biggest audiences before the
screen with little sign of abating. I am not interested in making
the defeated intellectual‘s weary crack about philistine Kojak
flashing his bare head and philistine Miss World flashing her
bare thighs and philistine plebby masses sitting gawking at
them, and My God what is the standard of education coming to?
What I would like to suggest is that the popularity of the police
serial tells us something about the minds of those who watch
it, present company included, and that that something is very
alarming indeed.
When Orwell wrote his essay "Raffles And Miss Blandish"
(1944) the amiable pipe-sucking coppers of the golden age of
British detective fiction were being replaced by the cryptofascist G-men of Hollywood, both in paperback railway station
novels and (in suitably censored form) on the big picture
screen. For the first 20 years of television the amiable pipesucking coppers rose from the dead and brought their upper
middle class pre-war values to the patrol of Britain's lower
middle class post-war streets. Then, in theseventies, the
phantom fascists struck again, and literally dozens of imported TV serials hit British screens: Koiak, Columbo ll>.13icCloud,
Starsky and Hutch Charlie's Angels, Most Wanted’, The Streets
of San Francisco, Cannon and many, many more, allf:'=1—'sT3_—_
moving, all violent, all American, and all, strangely, very

much the same.
A
Let me number off these points one by one. I've said they
are fast-moving. The point is rather unfair since, despite
what many TV directors (and some anarchists) seem to think,
99 and more percent of a policeman‘s time - even if he is
Special Branch - is spent doing routine, boring, frustra'Fi_ng
work not much different from that of any other civil servant;
and in the interests of entertainment the directors select those »
few instances in which he may really be face to face with-big
decisions, and then pretend that that is how he spends his life.
Fantasy, but then so was the Lone Ranger. Far more important is that the fantasies are all violent.
_
Old Scotland -Yard was once popularly portrayed by such
writers as ‘J.J. Marric (“Gideon‘s Night“, “Gideon of the Yard“
etc) as a castle tower from which gentleman vigilantes issued
to keep the forces of evil at bay. Wearing his raincoat like a
suit of armour, the gentleman copper seldom, if ever, carried
a gun, and his violence was limited to a little bit of scuffling
when the villain was ultimately nabbed. With the exception of
“The Blank Gang“, Sapper's notorious first book of the adventures of Bulldog Drummond (a death squad killer who subsequentiy mellowed remarkably in print and was whitewashed beyond recognition on the screen), the “Kill if you can, catch
if you have to“ mentality of the US police serials is nowhere
to be seen. True, Holmes and Watson sometimes set out a
from Baker Street with their old service revolvers safetyv
cocked in their coat pockets, but that was strictly for selfdefence if all else failed. Sexton Blake was capable of handling
knives and shooters in his one man crusade against that neverending horde of homicidal slant-eyed maniacs bent on world
domination, but there again only in the last resort.
The reader. of these adventures was never left in"
any doubt that an offensive;
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weapon was not part of his hero's equipment. It is not a bullet
in the heart or a blast from a riot-control shotgun that stops
Professor Moriarty or Fu Man Chu or the country house murderers of the green penguin age, but the force of good emanating
jointly from the Holmesian domed forehead and the Watsonian
stout heart of their trackers. When Richard Hannay in “The
Thirty-Nine Steps“ is menaced by a horde of cruel, wicked
foreign agents armed to the teeth with guns and daggers, he
only resorts to violence once in a book long enough to run to a
dozen TV episodes, does it only to liberate himself from captivity, and kilrls nobody in the process - and in David Craw-

furd‘s one moment of violence in the even longer "Prester
John“, when faced by an armed and (literally) back-stabbing
Portuguese gun runner, what does our hero do but send in a
good British straight right to the chin and knock the cowardly
Dago for six? No one is likely to miss the moral, as obvious
as that of St George slaying the dragon, that this is a victory
of decency and right over the power -lusting force of evil.
This same attitude deriving from a time of upper middle
class security, the time of the Raffles of Orwell‘s essay, " this
view of law enforcement as a game of cricket in which the end
did not always justify the means, and certain things were just
‘not done‘, was incorporated without too much difficulty in the
British police serials of the 50s and 60s: Dixon of Dock Green

was the Bulldog Drummond of the beat, Andy Crawford was
the Hannay, the Gideon, the Lord Peter Wimsey beneath the
local blue light, Even when Z Cars informed the public that
policemen were reallyjust c'5unEi'l"estate tenants wearing
blue serge suits, this same decency prevailed. Imagine Dixon
or Any Crawford callously blowing away the parish villains
with a quick spray of machine gun fire; Lynch and Steele
screaming through the streets of Newtown in a shining limousine, sirens wailing, shoulder holsters bulging full under their
armpits; or all those public school wallahs from No Hiding
Place putting on a bit of the old third degree in the'iEt'€r'r'o'gati'oT1'¥5om of the squad house, shirt sleeved and stubbly, and
indistinguishable from the gangsters they are grilling. Impossible. Not British, old boy.
But now? A few years into the American police wave such
things are commonplace. Name one episode of a recent police
serial which did not feature at least one car or rooftop chase
followed by a killing and/or a savage mugging, and/or an act
of cynical victimisation or betrayal. If you can you are probably being charitable, and the children were probably bored
stiff. For some reason, which I cannot pretend to fathom,
those people who object loudest to pornography on the screen
are almost always objecting to sex, pornographic or not.
They seldom object to violence, unless it is part of an explicitly

sexual shot. Violence deprived of nudity and bad lanaguage
passes the censorious with its wings unclipped, although sex,
even at its most shoddy, is still ultimately about life, while
violence, even at its most glorified, is a cold a.nd empty negation of life, a zero at the bone. And unless anyone should

think I am being nationalistic and bashing the Yanks, the very
same is true of those British serials made, like The Sweeny,
The Professionals and Target, as grittier versions of an
American original, or,-l'ike—The New Avengers and The Return
-of the Saint (one recent episo(Te'b—f_whi_ch hit the nadir-'o'f“iT1cliTc'l'-'
i_ng*real live newsreel scenes of authentic agony from the
Moorgate train disaster) as fantasy soap opera for an American
market.
Another thing whichis noticeable about these cop shows is
their sameness. Harry O and Hawaii Five -O, Police Woman,
Police Story and Police Surgeon merge te';,_.~}et‘he?iE a flickering
mist with no clear divides. Fiery tough lootenant sounds the
same, and every solid reliable sergeant rings just as hollow;
every wisecrack from Starsky (or maybe McC1oudZ') could pass
as one from Rockford (or perhaps Kojak? ) , Raffles, the gentleman crook, was a ridiculous but instantly recognisable individu.>‘.. Revamped into the Robert Wagner character of Switch
and the James Garner one in The Rockford Files, he became
an identikit for two glib, upper class villains who can rob,
A
cheat and lie with equal ease on both sides of the law, show
their white teeth in engagingly boyish grins, and who could
read‘ eachother‘s scripts without any incongruity, so alike are
they. About the rest, not even so much can be said. Identikit
gladiators whose personalities are for med of a few visible
foibles - a handlebar moustache, a bald head, a shabby raincoat - all that is vital in them drains away into their inevitable
holsters by the end of their first series and leaves them to face
the second, and the third, the empty shells of men who never
were, but who once might have been.

For ultimately these serials are not about people at all, but
about guns, guns and the easy power which guns buy.- The gun
is as much a part of the costume of the TV policeman today as
it was of his predecessor, the TV cowboy of Laramie, Bronco,
Cheygng, B_o_nai__i_za_,,_ Wagon Traig, The Virginian and so many
others; as much a part of him as of the Is in ombat, tommygunning the Krauts for e "er in a war frozen in the France of
1944‘. The threat is ever present, even in the good episodes of
the best of the serials; and in the bad ones of the worst (and by
now, repetition having gone on far too long, most serials are
the worst) it zeros in triumphantly - the guns take over, and
the men become virtually indistinguishable handles which hold
them. Occasional messages do indeed flicker through - written
in to give the programme editor some ammunition to fire back
at the censors or at some troublesome viewers association as
occasion demands, and delivered by an embarassed actor
without much conviction as he looks with an expression of brief
regret at the body of the deviant he has just killed in the interests of society. But when the painfully interpolated message is
not there, which is like saying on any day of the year except
Christmas Day, the American police serial lives in an urban
consumerised Wild West in which some of the gunmen wear
stars and the rest don't. All this struggling under a milethick layer of candyfloss, as though American television were
determined to make up for every last jibe, every last expose,
every last insult hurled by a suddenly conscience -stricken film
industry at the nation's police over the past decade - and
knowing American television, it very probably is, if only because its advertisers want it to show the rich, shiny, goods -'
laden US of A which is, they hope, every consumer's dream.
What is my dream on seeing all this? (and I write as one of
those little people with a box at whom all this entertainment
industry pap and propaganda is aimed). Night after night,
sitting in the sickly wallowing light which the television screen
throws into a darkened room, seeing alternately images of
confusion on those news and current affairs programmes that
I can steel myself to listen to, and of quick easy solutions on
the fifty minute propaganda slots that follow, don't I, freethinking man as I like to imagine myself being, feel that hankering for heroes which some people find in handsome rebellious young detectives, and others in handsome rebellious young
guerrillas depending on taste, climate and the effectiveness of
the TV screen? Doesn't a voice inside me somewhere cry,
Leave it all to the Professionals, to Starsky, Reagan, Rockford and McCloud! Let them corral all these money-dirty
crooks and sharks and gangsters and blow them all to hell!
We all know the judges are fools and the law an ass, so leave
them to the hard operators of C15, let them be shot by Bodie
or karate -chopped by the Saint - but get them out of my hair!
I want bona fide final solutions only!
It does; that voice is there, I can hear it, I can feel it; that
evil hankering for leaders and men on white horses, that masochist‘s desire to abandon all independence of mind and fall into step behind my Fuehrer in a marching column - whether
that preached by Josef Goebbels or Che Guevara it does not
matter, so long as it marches and so long as HE is there, the
man who does my thinking for me, who leads me onwards,
who sees everything, who knows everything, who does everythink, My Leader!
A
Vigilante is a dirty word. It conjures up pictures of a Charles
Bronson character with a shotgun and a killer instict and
paramilitary badge on his sleeve. But the only justificatio
for a society having an enforceable law code is that it defends
the rights of its citizens, and what is a vigilante but a citizen
out to defend what s/he believes to be h/is rights? The police
force is a uniformed and professional body of vigilantes operating in a society in which the law has grown so complex, and
in its many clauses so rarefied, that it is increasingly beyond
the understanding of most of its supposed beneficiaries. To
insist, as our judges do, that ‘law enforcement, ‘prevention of
crime‘, and ‘defence of rights‘ be left to the ‘proper authorities‘, is to insist that the mass of individuals who do not belong
to some esoteric knighthood of the wig, the blue uniform, and
the shoulder holster, surrender themselves as passive spectators of their own subjugation; the background against which
Bodie and Kojak, Columbo and McCloud, and all their gun-toting
men, . rush about jousting with bullets and cadillacs; an enserfed
peasantry who must get out of the way when the warlords ride
past, and kneel by the wayside and beat their foreheads on the
ground, and whisper that most despicable of all words ‘Master’. t
COLIN MACKAY
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ANAR CHISTS rarely appear as the subject of commercial films
or TV shows but when we do we cop hell one way or another.
Invariably anarchists are portrayed as fanatical terrorists,
silly young radicals or naive dreamers.
A rare exception wasithe film about the digger commune
Winstanley, set in 1650.
Today the activities of the Red Army Fraction have given
a new lease of life to the image of anarchists as maniacs with
machine guns in love with violence, although the Red Army
Fraction is not anarchist.
We've had two movies on the Entebbe raid, both zionist
propaganda as subtle as those WW2 movies which end with
‘anchors away‘, blasting away over the credit cards.
A recent episode of the TV show The Professionals had the
RAF as guest villains identified as ‘maniacs, bloodhungry
killer anarchists‘, even misnamed as the Myer Helmut gang
they turn up in England and after a few high speed car chases
made exciting by Latin fast beat music, they are all blasted
to death by one clean cut macho detective, an ex-Congo. mercenary. When his girlfriend asks why he does this he says he
doesn't know , his commander knows the reasons, that's his
job.
Yet it's his girlfriend who shoots Ulrike Meinhof dead.
There's an unwritten law that heroeis don't shoot women
in our Cl.1llILlI‘€ and there's even less chance that the real death
of Ulrike Meinhof, which involved rape and strangulation by
her warders, will ever be put into any fictionalisation of the
Red Army Fraction. (*)
~
Are real anarchists treated any better in literature or film?
Not really. Everyone seems obsessed with the bomb throwers, a tiny minority of the whole movement. Henry James and
Joseph Conrad used them as subject material for caustic stories. Endless films have one line references such as "You can't
deny you're associating with anarchists and socialists!" (1).
A year ago we had the respect of the whole world, now we're
behaving like anarchists“ (2).
Of the five films made in the l9 '70s that deal with anarchism
only two <t'>n‘t deal with terrorism, Winstanley and The Iceman

Cometh. or the others Nadia, s. P. -ITE. S"e_na' Love eﬁnaiﬁﬁy

only the last could be called a fair representation, but even
here anarchism is represented by one individual - a serious
sincere youth but gormless, still in the traditional media representation. He seems to think that by killing Mussolini he can
overthrow Italian fascism and he bungles the assassination because he sleeps in on the day of the planned killing.
Nadia only reinforces the imageof anarchists as terrorists.
The comedy send up S. P. LE. S. (1973) shows a gang of
three anarchists living in a house with posters of Ho Chi Minh
and Che on the walls!
,
'
The Gang of Three consists of one glowering cut throat, one
nymphomaniac and a clumsy bookworm who is so inept that

when he washes the dog he fallslin the bathtub and nearly
drowns because he can't get out.
There are several references to bombs, to a funny man
called Kropotkin and plenty more stereotyped jokes which give
the impression that anarchists are idiots.
A more serious attack is in the 1973 American Film‘Theatre
production of Eugene O‘Neil‘s 1940 play The Iceman Cometh.
Set in New York in 1912 the play looks Et"ihe"'1ue of a group
of derelicts and has-beens who are visited by a young anarchist on the run, who is really an informer. Two have been
anarchists and the youth gets chances for dialogue along the
lines of ‘anarchists are hypocrite", “people are too greedy
for that system to work“, “only idiots, fools and megalamaniacs take up politics“, "capitalism's a fine system in which
normal people prosper“ and so on.
It is a play which divorces people from their environment,
then concentrates on the worst (or the weakest) side of the
human character, holding up weakness as the cause of misery
not the product.
It's been a favourite piece of culture with all types of rightwingers for years.
Our chances of seeing good or even fair films on libertarian
topics are pretty slim. The media is obsessed with crime and
violence and this reflects on how anarchism is treated as a
topic. We'll never see a film on anarchists involved in culture
or in setting up a commune, (T), films about rank and file
strikes or squatter groups or women's shelters or ecology
will not be made or, if they are, they'll get the ‘two -weeks-atthe-small-non-commercial-cinema-where -only-trendies-go‘.
Yet there is a wide potential for films with libertarianthemes. Look at the hundreds of films, books and plays based
on satirising the establishment or showing people trying to
control their own lives in one way or another. *
The potential in culture and the media for getting anarchist
ideas across is there; where the anarchistic urban guerrillas
go wrong is that by their actions (which are designed to get
publicity) they reinforce alienating stereotypes in the public
image, and they create a spectacle of violence which either
titillates or disgusts the audience. They think they are using
the media to help bring down the system, but the media uses
them to prop capitalism up.
Of course the best representations of our movement will .
come when libertarians have more’control over the workplaces
which produce our culture, but it's a long dull wait.
G.V.H.

2

Notes
'("')""I'hat warders raped and strangled Ulrike has never to our
knowledge been proved (eds).
(1) Quote from Mayerli (1969)
(2) Quote from Exodu§_?%€50)
",
(1') La Cecilia has fairly recently been shown on TV (eds).
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AS terrorism increases throughout the world and thus becomes
more and more ‘newsworthy’, it is not surprising that the
bourgeoisie should attempt to use it for its own advantage.
One way of course is to use it as a justification for the in- 2
creased repression against the working class. Another is to
turn terrorism into a profitable commodity while denouncing
it in self-righteous law. and order tones.
Thus we have Carlos: Portrait. of a Terrorist by Colin Smith
and The Carlos <§T<FFyTmiswmer
Dobson and Ronald iyne, two poorly written books out to
make a quick buck.
.
Colin Smith's book -seemingly has as its raison d‘etre a
desire to prove that Carlos (Illich Ramirez Sanchez) and friends
are working for the KGB. Dobson and Payne take a more ‘liberal‘ view, indicating that some contemporary terrorists are
former idealists who have gone wrong.
Both books spend most of their time tracing the ‘career‘ of
Carlos from his birth in Venezuela through his attendance at
Patrice Lumumba University in Moscow where he was expelled
(a part of the KGB cover plan?) and through various terrorist
operations of which the kidnapping of eleven OPEC»ministers
in Vienna in 1975 was no doubt the most successful.
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While Dobson and Payne spend more time writing about
other groups such as the RAF and Japanese Red Army, both
they and Smith mistakenly label individuals and groups as
anarchists when this is clearly not the case. (Hitler's Children,
a long attack on the RAF, is even beneath the
—
above two books and is not worth going into. The title alone
demonstrates the author's viewpoint).
On the more positive side, as far as truth and readability
are concerned, is Tgrrprists and Terrorism by Edward-Hyams;
perhaps the best short history yet written on the subject.
Beginning with the beliefthat - state propaganda to the contrary
- the use of terrorism can and has been a successful force for
change, Hyams examines the individuals, groups and causes
that have made use of terrorism.
~
The first part of the book deals with four individuals who ,propagandised the use of terrorism. This group is made up of
Max Stirner (what I can get by force I get by -force . . . ). Sergei
Nechayev, Johann Most and Michael Bakunin. All four are
treated with respect and sympathy; even Nechayev whom Hyams
tends to view as did Franco Venturi, as opposed to the completely negative view by someone like George Woodcock.
The second part of the book deals with terrorist societies
such as the carbonari in Italy, the Serbian Black Hand, and
with theuse of terrorism for social change in Russia, Ireland
and Palestine about which Hyams writes: “This leads us to
consideration of what, if anything, the terrorists achieved: to
my mind there is not much doubt about the answer, though it
is one which most people, Jews and Gentiles, will reject with
all the honourable and decent disgust of respectable burgesses
confronted with the proposition that nations are founded in
robbery, arson, rape and slaughter, the objective truth of which
can be denied only by carefully avoiding any knowledge of the
facts of history. They accomplished the Republic of Israel".
Regarding the terrorist founded Republic of Israel and the
opposition to it of Palestinian terrorists, Hyams writes:
“Before their campaign of terrorism, every politician in
the world . . . were bored stiff with the Palestinians, and
apart from passing a few resolutions did nothing about
them. The terrorists have forced them to face facts; and it
looks very much as if nothing short of terrorism would have
accomplished this remarkable feat“.
Perhaps the most important point that Hyams makes in his
book is that while terrorism can indeed bring about social
change, it is usually the ‘responsible‘ non-terrorist groups
and leaders who step into the terrorist caused breakdown of
society and reap the ‘rewards’ while at the same time denouncing and jailing the people and means used to bring about the
breakdown of society.
One of the groups Hyams writes about in his book is the
terrorist organisation of the Russian Social Revolutionary
Party. Memoirs of a Terrorist by Boris Savinkov, one of the
leaders of this group, is an excellent eye -witnessaccount of 5
the period during which this group was at its peak.
Second only to Ievno Azev (a double agent) in authority within the terrorist way of the SRs and to a certain extent in his
own strange life, Savinkov‘s memoirs deal with the period
1903-1909 during which revolutionary terrorism was at ‘lb
peak.wljtl‘lin Russia. For Savinkov and some of his comrades,
the desire for action far outweighed any need for theory. This
fact would later lead Savinkov into the arms of reaction as he
would end up by joining with some of the very people he had
earlier done his utmost to destroy.
Nevertheless, Memoirs of a Terrorist provides the reader
with a fascinating first hand Hew of a group of men and women
who were totally dedicated to bringing about a social revolutionary change in society.

JOHN WALDEN
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NUREMBERG by Airey Neave. Hodder 8: Stroughton, £7. 50.
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AIREY NEAVE has come a long way since he was given a job
with the British War Crimes Executive in connection with the
Nuremberg t:rial of nazi war criminals. He'd not been idling
about beforehand either. In 1945 he was 29 years old, a law
graduate and an experienced escaper from German custody as
a POW. Now he is a Conservative MP, a front bench spokesman on Northern Ireland and has a string of letters after his
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This book on the Nuremberg trial is in the form of a personal
reminiscence and in view of the apparent abilities of the author
I believe we are entitled to expect a better book than this is.
One defect is the high proportion of its 330 pages that consists
of padding. In view of the fact that Neave‘s only real function
at Nuremberg was to give the indictments to the accused and
advise them of their rights to have defence lawyers, then a
little fleshing out of his of his material is inevitable if he insists on writing a book about it. But writing like the following
. . . “I started from scratch to obtain all the evidence I could
get against (Gustav) Krupp. I studied his photograph, his-'
shaven head, prim mouth, ramrod back and narrow eyes.
Could this be the monster described in the -British pres'sZ"',
and, on walking round Nuremberg . . . "The house of Duerer,
‘his birthplace, lay in ruins, and that of Viet Stoss the great
wood carver. In one of these broken Renaissance homes I
thought, J. C. Denner may have invented the clarinet“ . . .
is really writing one wou, d expect to-see in the News of the
World rather than in what purports to be a serious book on
'a"n"i'1'ﬁ'p'ortant subject. And that is to disregard the unconscious
irony of the author talking about the destruction inflicted on
German towns by the Royal Air Force while he is taking part
in a. trial of Germans for their war crimes. It may not escape
the more sceptical reader that much of this material could
have supplied evidence against allied ‘war criminals‘ had the
war been won by Germany.
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JOHN HENRY MACKAY (1864-1933) is usually known in this
country for two things: his book The Anarchists published
in 1891, and as the biographer of_TI_a'x_StTrner. A full length
study of him by Thomas A. Riley was published in 1972, but
it has gained little attention due to its high price and to a
bizarre academicism which left about one third of its text in
German.
5
This booklet is therefore to be welcomed as an interesting
and useful introduction to Mackay‘s life and work. It has the
added advantage that its author was one of his comrades.
Solneman makes it clear that Mackay was something more
than just the biographer of Stirner. Important though his work
on the latter was, he also -deserves recognition for his activity
as a poet, novelist and social critic during the 50 years of
German history which culminated in Hitler ‘s rise to power in
1933. Indeed, there is a certain significance in the fact that
the year of the triumph of Nazi collectivism was also the year
of the death of Germany's leading anarchist individualist.
There are some aspects of Solneman‘s thesis that I find
questionable. For example, he tries to ‘sweeten’ Stirner into
a harbinger of ‘social harmony‘ which he was not. Again, like
Mackay, he insists on linking that dreadful old moralist
Proudhon with Stirner, even though Stirner" detested his philosophy. Despite these flaws, however, K.H. Z. Solneman has
written a persuasive case for rediscovering John Henry
Mackay. I hope it will be followed by the translation of the
rest of Mackay‘s writings into English.
-
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S.E. PARKER

Further inthis connection Mr Neave fulminates against the
indifference ofthe secretaries and office workers of the Krupp
arms plant to the “calculated savagery of the labour camps".
But these people no doubt had justifications for their indiffer- ‘
ence which were_ as adequate to them as the justifications Mr
Neave has for his approval of the brutalities visited upon internees in Northern Ireland are to him.
.
His experience at the Nuremberg trial was no doubt an informative and inst:ructive.one to Mr Neave, and his role barely
warranted a book on the subject being written by him at the
time. But with his latter day prominence, and after he has
published other books on other matters, it appears that the
temptation to make. some easy royalties from his Nuremberg
experiences at last became too strong for him. This is a pity.
I have no doubt that Mr Neave could write a perfectly adequate
' book on the subject, and it is at least possible that he could
write a good book on it. Butthis book is neither. Ill prepared
and grotesquely over padded, it gives no decent consideration
to the issues raised by the trial, preferringto set up a series
of facile arguments which anybody could knock down. And it
determinedly refuses to speculate what bais for a war crimes
persecution there would have been had Ger many won the war.
This is an altogether facile book lacking any real depth or
insight, or even the intelligent pondering one expects in a
nominally historical work. It has plenty of very interesting
photographs.
.
A
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THERE is no sadder sight than that of the London mob queuing
up for culture. Wan faces illuminated with the glory of the
week, frozen fingers clutching the entrance fee plus VAT and
the awful horror of having to witness elderly relics of Retired
Civil Servants Senior Grade kneeling over onto the cold stones
with only a copy of the Daily Telegraph to cushion the ancient
skulls whose eyes have—peered a so many Establishment
acclaimed masterpieces.
Benson 8: Hedges, the Times newspaper and the Royal
Academy have as ever pu'l'le'd'Hf a well planned publicity coup
to con the Town and his gilded frau into the Academy's The
Gold of Eldorado exhibition and the bait was gold gold gold
beyond the dreams or the grasp of Denis Healey. No more no
less. For over 400 years we have willingly supped off the legend of Eld Dorado ‘the Gilded Man‘ and the lagoon of Guatavita
wherein were tossed the tribe's manufactured golden trinkets
to a backing group of pipes, flutes, singers and dancers. The
indians of that Colombian region placed no economic value on
gold and simply used it for what it was, a soft, easy, malleable
-metal, non corrosive and with a low melting point; their habit
of killing the mining slaves to provide fat for the lamps and
their flesh for food would not find favour with the NUM even if
Joe Gormley could be induced to consider it in relation to a
5 per cent pay deal over and above. Moralise how one wishes
one cannot but admire the courage of men such as Quesada and
the Spanish conquistadors as they moved into a wilderness
wherein the poor eat the salt made from their own piss and
their overlords pass the long hot hours draping themselves
with metal trinkets and coloured feathers. I found this exhibition within the Royal Academy terribly disappointing but it
serves one useful function in that it destroys, for me, the myth
that the Spanish conquistadors in their search and greed for
gold destroyed the‘ magnificent, nay the beautiful masterpieces
of an ancient race. Destroyed these masterpieces by melting
them down for easy shipment to the money markets of Europe. .
Here within the Royal Academy are displayed this legendary
indian craftsmanship and all in all it is no more than the usual
crude artifacts of any isolated society limited in its use of
tools and with no alien culture to broaden the imaginative use
of their local materials. As in most primitive work of this kind
decorative repetition gives any work a certain charm but the
discovery, and now lost, of the wax method of mini casting
enabled indians to give their clay figurines an aesthetic value
beyond their true worth. The conquistadors have long been
condemned for melting down this golden trivia for easy transportation and the brutal truth is that it was a small loss for
after the Spaniards moved on the indian society mined more
gold, killed off more slaves and manufactured more of the
same type of decorative trivia.
The London mob are queuing up for admission to this exhibition for the same reason as they queued outside the Victoria
81 Albert Museum to view the crude and tasteless works of
Faberge the jeweller to the late imperial Russian Royal Family
and the queue is for the same reason. It is the value of the
materials used by the workmen and if that economic value is
mind deadening give or take a million then the queue forms
seeking the same vicarious excitement as the crowd on the end
of a pier watching a drowning man. I drank of the wine within
the upstairs boardroom of the Royal Academy and listened to
the name droppings of those who asked me if I "had seen the
magnificent display of gold workmanship in the Instituto Colombiano in Bogota " and I shook my head and H1111‘ mered about
Wards Irish pub in Piccadilly and Polish George grinned and
Harry whispered “Arthur you really shouldn't do that“ but I
hold that it is wrong to induce others to believe that this crude
indian work on display within this western centre of a cosmopolitan and sophisticated culture has any value other than historical and economic. I find it curious that in the Museum of Man";ind, literally backing on to the prestige Royal Academy, is

an exhibition of Ashanti gold weights. Infinitely superior workmanship, the same time period and produced by the craftsmen
of the old Gold Coast, now Ghana, these small brass weights

were used to weigh the gold that was used as barter with the
European traders. Again the ‘long lost‘ wax method of casting,
but these figures reflect, with dignity or folksy humour, the
daily living of the Ashanti people from the time four hundred
years ago when the Colombian indianswere pounding gold into
bangles and crude masks, but the Town and his Building Society
frau will not waste their time within the Museum of Mankind _
minutes away from the R.A. because it is not art but economics that pulls in the mob. ‘ .
'
The British Museum offers so many worthwhile FREE exhibitions of such major importance that I genuinely weep into
my sherry at the Town's indifference. I waited for months for
the pleasure of visiting the Frozen Tombs exhibition in the new

GOLDDIGGER
OF 1539.
The year 1539 saw the

culmination of the most
exti'aordinai'y gold rush of
all time: the rush for the gold
of the Ieg'endai'y E1 Dorado.

__ _'__"\

l

Now, you have to rush
no further than Piccadilly
to see some of the
t1'easui'es that hired

at lVQlll-Ul‘Ql"S and conquerors
half way round the world.
In The Gold of ElD01'ado
exhibition at. The Royal
K

r

Academy of Arts there are
some 500 exquisitely worked
pieces of gold;

detailed i'econsti'uctions of scenes from the dazzling‘
culture which gave birth to the El Dorado legend; and,
overall, the stunning‘ ﬁgure of El Dorado himself.

In 1978, it’s still the stuff of legends.

0

ll-EGOIDOFELDORADO
\

AI The Royal Academy of Arts London. November 21st 1978- March 18th 1979.
For full details ring O1-437 0777. Presented by Benson and Hedges in association with
Times Newspapers Ltd and The Royal Academy of Arts.

gallery of the British Museum and the reward was great
for here are remains of the tombs of the ancient tribes of
Siberia. For 2, 500 years these clothes, human remains,
silks and animals lay buried in the per ma ice of Altai in
southern Siberia. Here is gold for the asking comrades in the
great belt plaques, weapons, children's clothing, yea even the
tattooed skin of a chieftain‘s arm and all on loan from the
State Hermitage Museum,‘ Leningrad, and the Dutchman,
Polish George and Harry and Iwandered among these magnif-'
icent works of nomadic craftsmanship that were produced 500 years before Christ walked and 2, 000 years before the Colombian indians set up their own parochial version of Marks 81
Spencers and the two Russian women from the Leningrad
Hermitage Museum especially flown over for the press and
private view of this exhibition tried to answer our questions
as the clever nuances were lost in translation and we were
polite and gentle to these two learned, polite and gentle women
and voiced our pleasure, in translation, for what is a major
exhibition not of crude native art but of a window into history.
'
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WE have been subjected during the past weeks to a display of
‘
sentimental nostalgia combined with moral indignation accom
panied by pious platitudes which mark the British at their most
humbugging,

p

The Sunday Telegraph, for example, writes, “Newspapers
16
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Times__which has instituted a lock-out, or if you pi-eiei~'hIi'm-

bug, ‘suspended publication‘ in an effort to come to terms with
reluctant union members who will not readily accept technical
change which will lead for some to redundancy and for others
to change of job following training in different skills.
What's so special about The Times that Fleet Street should
hang out verbal crepe? It is claimed that T119 Times fills and
has always filled a unique place in British life. It is, in short,
an institution. As such it has, or had a body of trustees formed by Lord Astor consisting of the Lord Chief Justice, the
Warden of All Souls, ‘Oxford, the Governor of the Bank of
England, the President of the Royal Society and (to bring us
down to sordid finance) the President of the Institute of Chartered Accountants. It is said by Wickham Steed that this charter of the Trustees stockholders can only sell their holdings
unconditionally to Major Astor or to Mr John Walker, all other
sales being subject to the assent of the trustees. Steed says ,
that this is to remove the danger that The Times might fall
into the hands of purchasers whom the _TTii?te'é"s_might think
undesirable". More cynical writers hazard the guess that the
trustee device (also adopted by The Observer)was a mere tax
fiddle but whatever it was adopte-d'f5'I7,"iT:_d'iT1'not prevent control of TI_ig__Ti_n_1_e_s_passing to the International Thomson Organisation.
~
The Ti_r3gs_ has a long and rather murky history. Age in
itself should not be an object of reverence. It was founded in
1785 under a different title (it was nicknamed The Thunderer
from an editorial commencing “We thundered forth the other
day an article on the subject of social and political reform“ it was also at one time known as The Turnabout because of its
shifting politics). In 1816 an editor was dismissed by the proprietors for his rabid hatred of Napoleon.
In the late 1830s The Times was accused by politicians of
being violent, offensT\7é_E1TidTyrannous. The History of the
Times answered "Its style was certainly forcibTe'," and it was
always deliberate. The energy and offensiveness were calculated, the nice use of strong language belonging to the essence
of Barnes‘s (the editor) notion of journalilsm. To a correspondent who sent him some articles he wrote that they were “good
as far as they went, but wanted a little devil in them“. Where
is the thunder and devilry in The Times now?
The Times correspondent in the Crimean war, W. Howard
Russell, was effective in calling attention to military inefficiency and neglect of the sick. This crusading spirit in The
Times duly worked its way out and its sordid era under'l:'h_é
megalomaniac Northcliffe, its price war and cut price book
clubs were a prelude to its conventional acceptance of the
status quo and elevation to a pillar of the establishment. This
regard for a British institution made it more understandable
that with the rise of Hitler 'I"he Times and the Astors were for
appeasement and against a war over Danzig.
The acquisition of ‘Es-_Times from the Northcliffe estate in
the twenties was primarily a move to keep out his brother Lord
Rothermere (who then controlled Amalgamated Press) and
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Major the Hon. John Jacob Astor emerged the winner. Astor's
ancestors made money by trading with (American) indians for
furs. The money thus gained was invested (from about 1800) in
buying land on Manhattan Island. John Jacob I died worth 20
'
million dollars, so his great-great grandson could easily. buy
himself a newspaper. His father owned the Pall Mall Gazette
and The Observer. John Jacob was a director of the Great
Western Railway, Hambros Bank and the Phoenix Assurance
Company.
I
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guide
£ 0. 60
BUNYAN Rony: History 8: Practice of the Political
Police in Britain
£2. 50

THE cososn TRUST: Incitement to Disaffection

x: 0. 75

CATHERINE‘Scorer_: The Prevention of Terrorism Acts
1974 and 1976 (NCCL)
£0. 75
LIVING OUR LIVES
I

.

'

ILLICH Ivan : The Limits to Medicine : Medical Nemesis :
I Expropriation of Health
£ 0. 90
Eguality & Lib ggatign
FROMM Erich: Fear of Freedom
£1. 75
: The Sane Society
£2. 50 9
K OLLONTAI Alexandra : Women workers struggle for
their rights
£ 0. 30
Sexual relations & the class struggle/ New morality£ 0. 30
Love of Worker Bees
£ 2. 50
POMEROY Wardell: Boys and sex
£0. 50
Girls and sex
£0. 50
REICH Wilhelm: Listen, little man!
£0. 50
The Invasion of compulsory sexual morality
£ 0. 50
Mass Psychologr of Fascism
£ 1. 00
_ The Murder of Christ
£2. 25
The Murder of Christ
£ 2. 25
Reich speaks of Freud
£ 0. 75
Sex-Pol. Essays of 1929-34
£1. 50
The Sexual Revolution
£ 0. 50
Character Analysis
'
I
£ 4. 50
OLLENDORF Ilse: Reich (biog. by his wife)
£2. 10
RYCROFT Charles: Reich
£ 0. 70
BOADELLA David: Reich, the ﬁvolution of his work.£’. 2. 95
- CHESSER Eustace: Reich and sexual freedom
£1. 25
KOLLONTAI Alexandra : Selected writings ed. by
Alix Holt
2
_
£ 2. 95
;E DUCA TION
1
FREIRE Paulo : Pedagogy of the oppressed
£ 0. 40
Cultural action for freedom
£ 0. 50
GOODMAN Paul: Compulsory mis.education
A
£ 0 . 50
ILLICH Ivan: Celebration of awareness
£ 0. 65
'
Deschooling society
£ 6. 70
BAZELEY E. T. : Homer Lane and the Little
Commonwealth
£ 2. 00
BERG Leila: Risinghill : death of a comprehensive £ 0. 80
BLISI-IEN E. (ed. ): The school that I'd like
£0. 75
DANIEL Susie (ed. ): Paint House.( An-East End gan_g§.§; 0, 30
HOLT John: How Children Fail
£0.60
Instead of Education
£ 0. 80
How children learn
£0. 60
The underachieving school
£ 0. 60
Freedom and beyond
£ 0. 80
Escape from childhood
£0. 60
WHITE Lion St. School: How to set up a free school £0. 50
MACKENZIE Robert F.; State school
£ 0. 35
NEILL A. S. : Summerhill
£0. 80
I

Talking of Summerhill

£ 1. 25

NEWELL Peter: A last resort (corporal punishm‘t) £0. 60
POSTMAN & WEINGARTNER: Teaching as a subversive activity
£ 0. 7 5
REINER Everett: School is dead
£ 0. 60
SIMAN Brian: g Radical tradition in education i.n U. K. £ 1.00
SPRING Joel: A Primer of Libertarian Education
£2. 95
WILLS W. David: Spare the Child
£0. 40

ECONOMICSTRUCTURE S/UTOPIA N WRITING
ILLICH Ivan: Energy and Equity
»
Tools for Conviviality
SC HUMACHER E. F. : Small is Beautiful
The Age of Plenty
FOURIER Charles: Harmonian Man
Design for Utopia
HOLLOWAY Mark: Heavens on Earth
LOCKWOOD "Geo rge: The New Harmony Movement
MANUEL Frank: French Utopia s
A
I
Utopias and Utopian Thought
NORDHOOF Charles: Communistic societies of USA

£ 1. 25
£ 0. 60
£ 1. 75
£ 0. 30
£ 1. 75
£ 1. 80
£ 2. 15
£ I.9l.
£ 2. 20
£ 1. 50
£1 .95 A

_

living £ 0. 90

BE LL, BOULTER, DUNLIOP, ‘KEILLER: Methuane. fuel
of the future : an assessment
'
£ 1. 25
SEYMOUR John: The Complete Book of Self-Sufficiency
P
£ 5. 95
BERNERI Marie Louise: Journey Through Utopia
£2. 95
BUBER Martin : Paths in Utopia
£3. 50
FRIEDMANN Maurice: Martin Buber—The life of dialogue
£ 3. 50
HODES Aubrey: Encounter with Martin Buber
£ 0.70
UTOPIAS & ANTI UTOPIAS
HUXLEY Aldous: Brave New World
£0. 95
ZAMYATIN : We
£0.75
ORWELL George: 1984
£0.70

How. TO BUY THEM

' less than £ 1. 0 ()
1) By post 2 If the total value of the order 1s
please add 20% postage (minimum 7p). If the order is over
£ 1. 0 0 add 15% postage. Cash with order is appreciated.
2) In person. The bookshop is open 2 - 6 pm Tuesday to
Friday (Thursdays until 8 pm) and 10am - 4 pm Saturdays.
Closed all day Sundays and Mondays.
IMPORTANT NOTE: The attention of book buyers is drawn
to the fact that prices (and availability) of titles listed here
cannot be guaranteed; just as new titles are continually
appearing, some of those listed here may go out of print or
become otherwise unobtainable. Prices are liable to flnctu
ation (especially on titles imported from the U. S. ). This
normally means an increase in P rice but can.0 occasionallY
“as with the aPPe9~I‘9-1108 Of 3 U. K. and] or paperback edition
—mean a decrease.‘
BOOKS MARKED
ARE EITHER PUBLISHED OR

ALTERNATIVE CULTURE/COMMUNITY
DICKENS Bob: The Parts are all around us
£ 0. 10
Synthesis is the only possibility
£ 0. 10
LEWIS Roger: Outlaws of America(undergrd. press) £ 0. 40
REICH Chalres: The greening of America
£0. 55
STANSILL & MAROWITZ: BAMN1 Outlaw manifestoes .75
HANON Augustin: Anarchist Peril : the psychology of
the anarchist
£ 0. 20
UHURU Collective: Uhuru—a working alternative
£ 0. 80
PEOPLE WRITING

DISTRIBUTED BY FREEDOM PRESS AND FULL TRADE

TERMS CAN BE GIVEN ON THESE ITEMS ONLY.

-

THE FOUNDATIONS OF ANARCHISM

‘Marie Louise Berneri. a tribute (with photos)cloth £0. 50
GOODMAN Paul: Growing Up Absurd
£1.25
New Reformation
£ 1. 25
People or Personnel
‘£ 1. 25.
Utopian Essays/ Practical Proposals
*
£ 1. 2 5
The Black Flag of Anarchy
£ 0. 15
PAUL GOODMAN edited by Taylor Stoehr
Creator Spirit Come: literary esays
£7. 50
Drawing the Line : political essays
£ 7. 50
Nature Heals : psychological essays
£7. 50
ORWE LL George: Selected essays. y journalism and
letters (3 vols.)
£ 3. 50
MEYERS Jeffrey: Readers guide to Geo.Orwell
£1. 95
WILLIAMS Raymond : Orwell
£ 0. 60
HOPKINSON Tom: George Orwell
£ 0. 40
ZWERDLING Alex: Orwell and the Left
£ 4. 95
BLAKE. RAINE Kathleen: William Blake
£0. 40

BAKUNIN Michael
I God and the State
£ 1. 40
A Letter to Sergei Netchaiev(‘Bakunin on Violence‘) £ 0. 30
‘l'Av'rich. Paul: Bakunin and Nechaev
£ 0. 20
Barrue’ Jean: Bakounine et Netchaiev
£0.75
Herzen.
Alexander: My Past and Thoughts (abridged)
ed. by Dwight MacDonald
£4. 75
Herzen,
Alexander: My Past and Thoughts (4 vols)£ 10.00
Herzen,
Natalie: Daughter of a Revolutionary
£ 4. 50

HASEK. PARROTT Cecil: The Bad Bohemian. a

.

CHEIRNYSI-IEVSKY N"fcblaii.What is to be done?

TRAVEN B. : The Death Ship

The Bridge in the Jungle
The Treasure of the Sierra Mad;-e

£ 0. 50
£ 0. 40

SHELLEY Percy Bysshe
An Address to the Irish People
£ 0. 90
* Song--To the Men of England (poster. ill.W.Crane) . 10
5 0- 40
£ 0. 30
£ 0.70
£ 3. 50
£4. 95

TOLSTOY Leo
"
On- Civil Disobedience and non-violence,
On Education

y
£ 0. 80
£ 2. 40 I

£ 0. 10
£2. 95
paper £ 3, 95
£2. 00
£ 3. 25

£1.51»

MORRIS.,.>William
Political Writings (ed. A. L. Morton)
£ 1. 00
Three Works : News from Nowhere : Pilgrims of Hope :
A Dream of John Ball
£1. 95
The Beauty of Life
£0. 30
A Dream of John Ball
.
£ 0. 40
Henderson, Philip: William Morris
£0. 40

w

WINSTANLEY

THE DIGGERS & THE LEVELLERS

_

The Law of Freedom & other writings(Wi.IHan1ey) £0,145
Complete Writings (of Winstaniey)» ed. G. Sabine £ 10. 00
Aylmer. G.E. (ed. ): The Levellers in the English
I
Revolution
£ 1. 95
Brailsford, H. N.~: The Levellers and the English
Revolution, ed. Christopher Hill
£2. 95
Hill, Christopher: The World Turned Upside Down;
Radical ideas during the English Revolution
p £ 1. 20

WOLLSTONECRAFT. Mary

y

Maria‘ or The Wrongs of Women
'£ 1. 50
Flexner, Eleanor: Mary Wollstonecraft
£1.95
Tomalin, Clare: The Life & Death of Mary Wollstonecraft
£ 1. 50
EARLY 20th CE NTURY
BERKMAN Alexander
I
Prison Memoirs of an Anarchist
£ 2.95
‘A B C of Anarchism
£ 0. 50
Nowhere At Home: Letters from exile of Emma Goldman
and Alexander Berkman. ed. Anna Maria Drinnon and
Richard Drinnon
£ 4. 95
The Russian Tragedy
£ 1. 59

GOLDMAN Emma
Anarchism 8: other essays
_

Printed by Magic Ink Printing Services of UAPS/ Europe, 22 Dane Road, Margate, Kent CT9 2AA. Tel: Thanet(0843) 25902.

£ 0. 10

Matthews, G. M. : Shelley
THOREAU Henry David
On the Duty of Civil Dis obedience
_
Walden, (Together with ‘Civil Disobedience‘)
The Illustrated ‘Walden‘
The Illustrated ‘Maine Woods‘

* Anarchy
£0.35
l’ Richards, v. (ed): Malatesta-His Life s Ideas £2.00

A

Evolution and Revolution

Leval. Gaston: La Pensée constructive de Bakounine £2. 95
GODWIN William
Enquiry Concerning Political Justice ( unabridged) £ 2. 25
Godwin and Mary: The Letters of Godwin and Mary
Wollstonecraft
£ 1. 75
Smith. Elton E. : William Godwin (an assessment of
'Godwin‘s literary contribution)
I
£ 3. 95

Revolutionary Pamphlets (ed. Roger Baldwin)
£ 2. 45
Russian Literature
£ 6. 00
Selected Writings on Anarchism and Revolution (ed.
Miller)
p
£ 3. 50
*The Essential Kro P otkin (ed. Ca P ouy a & TomP kins)£2. 95
Anarchism (from Encyclopaedia Britannica)
£ 0.25
Berneri, C.' Peter Kropotkin. his federalist ideas £0.30
Miller, Martin A. : Kropotkin
£ 11. 25
Woodcock, G. & Avakumovic, 1.: The Anarchist Prince
£ 2. 95
MALATESTA. Errico

£0. 50

Ric LUS Elisée

£2- 95

Mutual Aid

GOODMAN Paul: Adam and his works (short stories)£ 1. 50
HASEK Jaroslav: The Good Soldier Schweik (new unexpurgated translation)
£ 0. 75
KEROUAC Jack: On the Road
£ 0. 75
LONDON Jack: The Assassination Bureau Ltd.
£0. 85
The Iron Heel
£ 0. 75
(see also ‘Journalism. . .)
ORWELL George: Animal Farm
£ 0. 50
SILONE Ignazio: Fontamara
£ 0. '75

PROUDHON Pierre-Joseph
~
The General Idea of:Revolution in the Nineteerth Century
£10.00 2
What is Property?
£ 3. 00

Holmes. Ri¢hard= She1l@y—-The Pursuit

An Appeal to the Young
_. Ethics
_
p The Great French Revolution
In Russian and French Prisons
Memoirs of a Revolutionist

£1. 25

OCTOBER1

‘Jeanne-Marie: Michel Bakouni.ne—-Une Vie d‘Homme £ 5. so

§I-I'oPoTI<IN Peter

biography of Jaroslav Hasek
£ 10. 00
HIP CULTURE. (Times Change Press)
£0. 75
LONDON Jack: People of the Abyss (see also fiction) £1. 20
CIENFUEGOS Press Review of Anarchist Literature
No. 3 Autumn 1977
£ 2. 00
FLYNN Elizabeth Gurley: The Alderson Story
£ 1. 95
VALPREDO Pietro: The Valpredo Papers (prison
diary)
£ 6. 00
I’
.
MOYSE?-Arthur: More in Sorrow (illustrated)
£ 0. 60
HAYWOOD Wm. D. ‘Big Bill‘ (autobiography)
£2.25
LITVINOFF Emmanuel: Journey thro‘ a small planet £ 0.50
FOREST Eva‘' From___________________......._.-.__‘
a Spanish Jail
£0 60
FICTION
x

I

IN ANGEL ALLEY:
84b WHITECHAPEL
HIGH STREET;LONDON
o1-247 9246

NOYES John: Strange cults 8: utopias of 19th century
o
America
£ 3. 20
WARD Colin: Utopia
£ 0. 75
GORMAN Clem: People Together: a guide to communal

I

.__

A
I

£ 2 15
O

|

,

Living My Life (2 vols.)
The Traffic in Women and other essays
Nowhere At Home -(ee Berkman, above)
MAXIMOFF. G. P.
'
My Social Credo
_._._i-In

READ. Herbert
Anarchy 8: Order
Berry, Francis: Herbert Read

£6.00
£0.75
£4.95

NOZICK Robert: Anarchy. State 8: Utopia

,

CARTER April: Direct Action _
£ 0. 15
Direct Action and Liberal Democracy
t £ 1. 40 A
HARE A. Paul and BLUMBERG Herbert (eds. ):
Non-violent Direct Action. 57 5pp reduced price
£1. 00 I
PEACE PLEDGE UNION: Non-violence 8: Liberation£ 0 .30
SAMPSON Ronald: The anarchist basis of pacifism £ 0. 30
Situationism .

£0.20
—

£1.50

£ 0, 40

Woodcock, G.: Herbert Reade The Stream and the Source
‘
£ 4. 75
CONIE MPORA R Y
BALDELLI. Giovanni
£0.40
Social Anarchism
BARRUE. Jean 0
£1.50
1'Anarchisme Aujourd'hui (in French)
BOOKCHIN. Murray
Post-Scarcity Anarchism
£1.95
£0.75
Ecology 8: Revolutionary Thought
£2.95
Our Synthetic Environment
£2.95
The Limits of the City
ERLICH. Howard J.
s
Anarchism and Formal Organization (Research Group

One)

GONZALEZ PRADA
Anarchy
GRAHAM. Marcus
Marxism and a Free Society

£ 0. 50
£0.20
£0.20

§IC HARDS. V.

The Impossibilities of Social Democracy
£1. 00
'TARIZZO. Domenico
'
L‘Anarchia. storia dei Movimenti libertari nel Mondo
190‘ doculrienti»-8: illus. (in Italian)
£ 5. 50
TAYLOR. Michael
I
Anarchy and Co-operation
£ 5. 95
TAYLOR. Richard
'
Freedom, Anarchy and the Law : an introduction to
Political PhilosoP hy
£ 4. 25

RELATED IDEOLOGIES
Individualism
BADCOCK. John Jr._. : Slaves to Duty
£ 0 . 50
BOETIE Etienne de la: Will to Bondage (Discourse of
Voluntary Servitude, transl. by Willi am Flygare) £ 1. 95
*'Politics of Obedience (Discourse of Voluntary Servitude, transl. Harry Kurz)
£ 1. 95
INDIVIDUALIST ANARCHIST PAMPHLETS (collection)
Henry Bool; Lysander Spooner; James L. Walker £ 5. 00
MARTIN James J. : Men Against the State
£ 1. 50
Revisionist Viewpoints
£ 1. 50
SPOONER. Lysander: No Treason
£ 0. 95
Vices Are Not Crimes : a vindication of moral liberty
.
£ 1 . 75
Let's Abolish Government
£ 9. 50
SPRADINGI _ Charles T. : Liberty and the Great
Libertarians
£ 11. 95
STIRNER Max: The False Principle of our Education
'"
8
'
£ 0. 60
*Clarke_, John P. : Max Stirner‘s Egoism
£ 1. 50
Carrol, John: Breakout from the Crystal Palace (on
Stirner; Nietzsche; Dostoyevsky) '
£ 4. 50
TANNEI-IILL Morris 8: Linda and WOLLSTEIN Jarret B. :
Society without Government
£ 5. 95
TUCKER Benjamin R. : State Socialism 8:. Anarchism £ 0.75
Instead of a Book, by a man too busy to write one. £ 10. 00
WALKER James L,: The Philosophy of Egoism
£0. 90
WILDE Oscar: De Profundis and other writings
£ 0. 60
The Soul of'Man under Socialism 8: 0. writings
£ 1. 00
The Soul of Man under Socialism
£ 0. 60
Laver, James: Oscar Wilde
£0. 40
Minimal Statists.

(NO-CK‘5A1‘-231-‘I Jﬂﬁri Our Enernylthe State

£1.95

8
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Non - violence /D'ireAct‘I A cttontl AnItim'ir1i£tIa't'1s in

DEBORD Guy: Society of the Spectacle

['0-151

_§_ y n d i c a li s m
CARWARDINE William: The Pullman Strike
£2. 00
DEBS Eugene V.: The Canton Speech
£0.60
Walls and Bars
£2. 00
Kouncen Barry: Invergordon '31 : How the Men of
the Royal Navy Struck, and Won!
£1. 00
FONER Philip S. : The Case of Joe Hill
£1. 50
THE INDUS.TRIAL SYNDICALIST . jnl. Edited by
Tom Mann (complete facsimile reprint)
£1. 75
SOREL Georges: From Georges Sorel : Essays in
" Socialism (ed. John. L. Stanley)
£3. 95‘
INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE WIORLD:
The General Strike for Industrial Freedom
£0. 30
The History of the San Diego Free Speech Fight
£0. 50
World Labour Needs a Union
£ 0. 15
MOTHER JONES : My Autobiography
£2. 00
KORNBLUH Joyce L. : Rebel Voices.I.WW Anthol £ 3. 95
LENS Sidney: The Labor Wars
2
£2.10
THOMPSON Fred W. 8: MURFIN Patrick: The IWW,
Its First Seventy Years l905-- 1975
£2. 95
SYNDICALIST WORKERS‘ FEDERATION publicaticns :
FOULSER George : Unholy Alliance
£0.05
National Rank 8: File Movement: Strike Strategy
£ 0. 05
CHRISTOPHER Bill: Smash the Wage Freeze
£ 0. 03
How Labour Governed 1945-51
£ 0. 03*
A NTHO LOGIES

THUGGON Jim (ed.) : Speakers?‘ Corner (1llustr.)
£ 1. 75
MANAS : The Manas Reader (articles from the journal
Manas ‘concerned with study of the principles which
—""'-""moVeworld society.
‘
£3. 95
NORTH Michael (ed.): Time Running Out
The Best
of Resurgence
£ 2. 25
WOODCOCK George: The Anarchist Reader
£1. 50
SUR VE YS

Bibliographical
BETTINI Leonardo: Bibliografia dell‘:.-marchismo
Part 1
Part 2
CARTER, HOGGETTS, ROBERTS: Non-violent
Action
_
HYATT John: Pacifism
General

£ 4. 00
£ 9. 50
£ 0. 45
£0.25

.

APTER D. 8. JOLL .I.(eds.I): Anarchism Today
£0.75
CIR A: Societe et contre-societe chez les anarchistes
'
£ 1. 50
*ELTZBACHER Paul: Anarchism: Seven Exponents of
the anarchist philosophy
£ 4. 75
EUERIN Daniel: Anarchism
£2.50
WALTER Nicolas: About Anarchism
£0.25
" WOODCOCK George : Anarchism (with new postscr. )£ 1.25
£IOBSBAWM E. J.: Bandits
£0. 40
OPPENHEIMER Franz: The State
£2.95
Regional

_

BRAZIL
DULLES John: Anarchists and Communists in Brazil£ 7. 50
BRITA IN
,7"

HOBSBAWM E. J. 8: RUDE G.: Captain Swing

£1.40

MORTON A. L. : A People's History of England
£ 1. 50
ORWELL George: The Road to Wigan Pier
£0. 40
Down and Out in Paris and London
£ 0. 60
QUAIL John P. : The Slow Burning Fuse
.£ 1. 95
THOMPSON E.P. : The Making of the English Working
Class

A

£2. 00

HOLTON Bob: British Sgdicalism 1900-1914
'

£2. 95

C HINA

PA CHIN: The Family (Novel)
£2. 25
"
FR A N C E
BABEUF Gracchus: The Defence of Gracchus Babeuf
£ 1. 50
EDWARDS Stewart (ed.): The Communards of Paris
(documentary)
8
£ 1. 35
PRICE Roger (ed.): 1848 in France (documentary) £1. 95
SCHUHQIND Eugene (ed.): The Paris Commune of 1871
£ 1. 50
'

1

MELTZER Albert: The International Revolutionary Solidarity Movement : The First of May Group
£ 1. 35
ORWELL George : Homage to Catalonia
£ 0. 95
PEIRATS Jose: La CNT nella Rivoluzione Spagnola
9
(in Italian)
"
3 vols. £ 7. 50
‘K’
Anarchists in the Spanish Revolution
(in English)
£ 2.95
SEMPRUN MAURA Carlos : Rivoluzione e Controrivoluzione in Catalogna (in Italian)
£2.00
TELLER Antonio: Sabate. Guerilla Extraordinary £2.35
BOOKCHIN Murray: The Spanish Anarchists : The Heroic
Years 1868-1936
£7. 95
KERN Robert W. : Red Years Black Years : A political
history of Spanish Anarchism 1911-1937 I
£7. 95
OPEN ROAD: Anarchist Trade Unions in Spain today£ 0. 15
PAZ Abel: Durruti : The People Armed
hardback£ 8. 95
U. 5. A.
paper £3.95

G E R M A NY

"Icarus" (Ernst Sclmeider): The Wilhelmshaven Revolt
£ O. 45 I

RAF

-

Backgrou-ndtand Information

BAUMANN Bommi: How It All Began
5

-

£0,520

£ 2. 00

A INDIA

OSTERGAARD Geoffrey at CURRELL Melville: The Gentle
Anarchists, a study of the Sarvadaya Movement

£ 5. 00

IR E LA ND

McGUFFIN John: Internment
£0. 75
ME X IC O
MAGON Ricardo Flores : Land and Liberty, Anarchist
Influences in the Mexican Revolution ed. D. Poole £2.35
MONTEMAR R 8: ALFONSO R: Zapata _, his Life was La
Revolution (Span/ Eng comic strip)
£0. 50
IVIILLON Robt. P. : Zapata, the ideology of a peasant
revolutionary
£ 1. 9 5
JOHNSON Wm. W.: Heroic Mexico
£2. 95
REED John: Insurgent Mexico
‘
£1. 50
WOMACK John: Zapata and the Mexican Revolution £1. 25
POR T UG A L
FAYE Jean-Ouerre : Portugal-The Revolution in the
Labyrinth
£ 2. 95
FONSECA Carlos de: Mouvement Libertaire au Portugal
.
£ 0. 50
MAILER Phil: Portugal-The Impossible Revolution £2. 25
R U S SI A
AVRICH Paul : Russian Rebels 1600-1800

£2. 25

Kronstadt 1921
£ 3. 50
"
Anarchists in the Russian Revolution
£ 1. 35
*ARSHINOV Peter: History of the Makhnovist Movement
£ 2. 9 5
CARR E. H.': The Bolshevik Revolution 1917-23 v5.1 £1. 50
v. 2 £ 1’. 50
I
v. 3 PL '35
CARR E.H. 8: DAVIES R.W. : Foundations of a Planned
Economy t‘I2t-'l51'\.
v.L £2.50
\I- L £ 3. 00
LEHNING Arthur: Anarchisme et Marxisme dans la
Revolution Russe
£ 0. 90
ROCKER Rudolf: Les Soviets trahis par les Bolsheviks
£ 1. 2 5
SERGE Victor: Year One of the Russian Revolution £ 3. 95
SKIRDA A. (ed. ): Anarchistes russes et les Soviets £0. 95
SOLZHENITSYN A. : The Gulag Archipelago Part 1 £0. 80
_k'
s
Part 2 £ 1. 00
VOLINE : The Unknown Revolution
£ 4. 50
PALIJ Michael: The Anarchism of Nestor Makhno £10.00
D‘AGOSTlINO A. : Marxism and the Russian Anarchists
S PAI N
BRENAN Gerald: The Spanish Labyrinth
£2. 95
BORKENAU Franz : Spanish Cockpit
£ 2. 95
BROUE Pierre 8: TEMI. E Emile: The Revolution and the
* Civil War in Spain
£6. 00
DOLGOFF Sam : The Anarchist Collectives
£ 2. 95

*5’ LEVAL Gaston: Collectives in the Spanish Revolution
"

cloth
£ 4. 00
paper £2. 00 I

The Chicago Martyrs (1886)
Autobiographies. ed. Philip S. Foner
_
LUM Dyer D. .: The Great Trial of the Chicago
Anarchists
ASHBURGH Carolyn: Lucy Parsons. American
Revolutionary
Sacco and Vanzetti
I
DOS PASSOS John: Facing the Chair
50th Anniversary Supplement publ. with Freedom
PORTER Katharine Anne: The Never-Ending Wrong
SOCIA L PROBLEMS
Mdlitariam

£2.25

£ 4. 95
t
£ 2. 95
£1.20

£ 0. 10
£ 2. 90

BOURNE Randolph: War and the Intellectuals
CAMUS Albert: Neither Victims nor Executioners

£ 1. 95
£0.75

Complex
A
PRASAD Devi and SMYTHE Tony : Conscription
(a world survey)
Housing and Land

£ 0. 10

GOODMAN Paul: A Message to the Military/Industrial

it WARD

£ 0. 7 5

.

Colln: Housing : an anareh!|.st approach
£1.25
NAT. COUNCIL of Social Services: People and their
Settlements (aspects of housing. transport 8: strategic

planning in the U.K.)
I I
GIRARDET Herbert: Land for the People

£ 1. 00
£1. 20

TURNER John F.C. j: Housing by People : towards
autonomy in building environments
£ 2. 25
SCHUMACHER E. F. : Think about Land
£ 0. 10
BRADY Hugh: The People's Land : Eskimos 8: Whites
in the Eastern Arctic
£ 0. 90
THE SQUATTERS HANDBOOK 1978
£0.20:
WARD Colin: Tenants Take Over
£2.95
SURVIVAL: Scrapbook: Paper Houses
£ 2. 50
GOODMAN Paul 8: Percival: Communitas
£ 1. 25
MUMFORD Lewis : The Cityin History
-£ 1. 60
SENNETT Richard: The Uses of Disorder : personal
identity and city life
9
' £ 0. 35
Violence
WARD‘ Colin ":0 (Violence
£ 0. 50
Work-or not
WARD Colin : Work

9

£0. SO

LAURIE Peter : On the Dole. Your guide to Unemployment Benefit
_
£ 0. 70
Prisons etc.
DARROW Clarence : Crime 8: Criminals
SRAF : AnarchistxSol:i1tiont£§the::P“1*!oblem of Grime FITZGERALD <Mike : Prisoners in Revolt
ACKROYD C. MARGOLIS K. ROSENHEAD J. 8:
SHALLICE T. : The Technology of Political Control
Civil Liberties
GRANT; "Lawrerce et al. Civil. Liberty :2 The NCCL

Guide (3rd ed.)

£0.10
£ 0. 10
£ 1. 00

£ 1. 25

£1.75

WALTERS Richard H. 8:. Cheyne J. : Punishment
£ 0. 75
ICOOTE Anna 8: GILL Tessa'- Women's _. a practical

1

_

LITVINOFF Emmanuel: The Face of Terror
Blood on the Snow
GODWIN William: Caleb Williams
ZAMYATIN E. The Dragon 8: other stories
BIENEK Horst: Bakunin. An Invention
SERGE Victor: Conquered City
POETRY

HENDERSON Bill (ed. ): The Publish-it-yourself Handbook

£5.95
£3.75
£1.50
- £0.45
£3.95
£3.95

GOODMAN Paul: Hawksweed
‘x
Homespun of Oatmeal Gray
SHELLEY Percy Bysshe: The Mask of Anarchy
*5
Song - To the Men of England (poster poem
assorted colours)
CLOVES Jeff: The Way to the Stars
Always in Dreams
A
PATCHEN Kenneth: Love 8: War Poems
‘K MQGQNAGALL William: The Tay Bridge Disaster
Three Poems (illustrated)
* ANQN_ Tom O‘Bedlam. Poster poem (ass. clrs)
I 1 lu s t r at e d

£ 2. 50
MAGAZINES

INTERROGATIONS. International Review of Anarchist

Research (articles in Engiiahirrertot-'.[ItaI,tan Spanish)

£1.00
£1.25
£0.60

£ 0. 10
£ 0. 08
£ 0. 09
£ 0. 30
0 50
£ 0: 20

COSTANTINI: Ravachol 8: Cia (full colour. Italian text.
Large format)
£ 5. 95
WALTER CRANE: Cartoons for the Cause (large format)
£3.75

SMALL Passsss

The Association of Little Presses (U. K.) Little Press
Books in Print (1977. 4th edn.)

,

£0.45

FULTON Ien (Ed. ) -Small Press Record of Books in Print.
6th ed. 1977.

5

£4, 95

Nos 2 - 13 already available
1
ANARCHISMO. Rivista Bimestrale (Italian)
Nos 1 - 18 already available

each

£1. 00

each

£0. 50

MISCELLANEOUS

SPENCE Martin: National Liberation and State Power : an
anarchist critique of the MPLA in Angola
£0. 20
ALBERT Michael: What is to be undoneza Modern Revolutionary Discussion of classical left ideologies
£ 2. 50
PATON Keith: Alternative Socialism
£0.30

i RUSKIN John: The Rights of Labour

£0. 10

CARL SLIENGER PUBLICATIONS:
TEMPLE SCOTT: A Bibliography of the Original Writings.
Translations 8: Publications of William Morris
£ 5. 75
FRANK KITZ: Recollections and Reflections
£1. 95
H.S. FOXWELL: A Bibliography of the English Socialist
School
£ 3. 60
G. C. E. MASSE: Walter Crane : A Bibliography
£2. 95
Bureau des ‘Temps Nouveauxr Petite Bibliographie Sociale
en Quatre Langues (Chinois. Francais.Anglais. Allemand)
£ 2. 50
MAX NETTLAU: Anarchism in England One Hundred Years
Ago
£ 1. 50
Writings on Bakunin (ed. Max Nettlau)
£ 3. 20

International Directory of Little Mags 8: Small Presses
19 '78/9
‘E. 5. 50
International Directory of Small Magazines/ Press, Editors
and Publishers
I978/9
£3. 95
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